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ABSTRACT

Illegal wildlife trade (IWT) involves the illicit purchase, movement and exchange of wildlife specimens as commodities within and across national boundaries. The illicit trade of wildlife is one of the largest threats to the survival of species, including rhinoceros and elephant populations in the wild, and has negative implications on the stability of national economies. Literature states that the limited research at different levels of the illicit chains makes the trade difficult to disrupt. On the one hand, scholars argue that poverty is a driver for involvement in illegal wildlife. On the other hand, some scholars suggest that IWT is driven by growth of wealth in the consumer countries in south-east Asia thus raising the demand for illegal products. This paper aims to understand the socio-economic drivers motivating poor communities, such as Mangalane in Mozambique, to become involved in IWT. The purpose is to understand the community’s perception to identify some key challenges that research conservation projects have not explicitly addressed. Ultimately, this paper contributes to understanding some intervention gaps from the perspective of the community to address IWT.

The participants were randomly selected but excluded persons under the age of 16 years as they are regarded as minors according to Mozambique law. The study acknowledged the sensitivity of rhinoceros poaching issues which may challenge the reasoning capacity of minors or threaten their social security. A total of 119 surveys were collected of 480 households (25%) from four out of five villages of the Mangalane community located in Mozambique near the southeast border of South Africa’s Kruger National Park (KNP). A participatory focus group session followed to assist in explaining some of the findings to ensure that the community participated in the interpretation of data.

The study found that poverty of income has negative implications on wildlife, but mainly wildlife that is necessary for substance consumption, or trade, to supplement household income. The poaching of high value species such as rhino has no immediate use for the community, yet some individuals are involved. Although the community may be collectively defined as poor, poverty levels differ within one community and there are also more affluent individuals within a poor community. These affluent members are more likely to participate in poaching as one must be resourced to participate in poaching. Generally, poor people do not like poachers because they threaten the social security of the community as poachers are...
also linked to other crimes in the community such as cattle theft and human trafficking. Poor people like wildlife, however, the community’s tolerance of wildlife is very low when the cost of living with it exceeds the benefits received therefrom. The community also expressed a strongly felt need to be granted natural resource use rights. The community is positive towards the protected area and policies, but has a problem with the way policies are implemented, arguing that they are biased toward certain members of the community who are repeat offenders but are allowed to return to the community without prosecution. Furthermore, policies are enforced and not communicated resulting in conflict between law enforcement officials and community members. The community is willing to work with park rangers, but argue that they also need to support safety and security in the community as the community also assists in reporting poaching suspects.

In conclusion, poverty is not the absolute motivator for involvement in IWT. Rather, poaching can be a result of a political protest for the use of natural resource and the lack of understanding of conservation laws and retaliation against protected areas due to unfulfilled promises. The absence of proactive human-wildlife conflict management strategies demotivates the community from reporting suspected illegal activity. The investment in anti-poaching raises curiosity within communities about the value of rhino horn in that protected areas make huge investments for protective measures and criminal syndicates are prepared to die to access rhinoceros horn, but the local community is deprived of the wealth. Local communities do not take likely to poaching or poachers, but what is good for wildlife, such as security, must also be good for the community. Wealthy criminal syndicates create fear and social unrest within the community. Fundamentally, under capacitated and under resourced law enforcement officials perpetuate negative relationship between the community and the protected area as they are unable to respond to safety concerns in the community. Apart from benefiting from wildlife, HWC has to be reduced and people must be able to enjoy the protected area so that they understand what they are protecting. Protected areas are at risk of being globally relevant and locally irrelevant as local communities are unable to enjoy the facilities on a daily basis. The researcher urges the consideration of reintegrative shaming approaches which aim to reintegrate offenders as good members of society through positive communication and respect while acknowledging wrong doing.
OPSOMMING

Onwettige wildhandel (IWT) behels die ongewettigde aankoop, verskuiwing en verhandeling van spesies wilde diere, as handelsware, binne en oor nasionale grense. Die onwettige handel met wild is een van die grootste bedreigings vir oorlewing van spesies, insluitende renoster- en olifantbevolkings in die natuur, en dit hou ook negatiewe implikasies vir die stabiliteit van nasionale ekonomieë in. Dit staan op rekord dat die beperkte navorsing op verskillende vlakke van dié ongewettigde handelsketting dit moeilik maak om die handel te ontwrig. Aan die een kant redeneer ingeligtes dat armoede die dryfveer vir betrokkenheid is, maar aan die ander kant meen sommige weer dit is te wyte aan die toename in rykdom in die verbruikerslande in suidoos Asië dat die aanvraag na onwettige produkte die hoogte ingejaag word. Hierdie studie probeer om begrip aan die dag te lê vir die sosio-ekonomiese dryfvere wat arm gemeenskappe, soos Mangalane in Mosambiek, motiveer om by IWT betrokke te raak. Die doel is om begrip te toon vir die gemeenskap se persepsie om een of ander sleuteluitdaginge te identifiseer wat navorsingsbewaringsprojekte nie duidelik aangespreek het nie. Per slot van rekening dra hierdie studie by tot begrip van sommige intervensiegapings, gesien uit die perspektief van die gemeenskap, om IWT aan te spreek.

Die deelnemers is lukraak gekies, maar diegene onder ouderdom 16 is uitgesluit aangesien hulle volgens wet in Mosambiek as minderjariges beskou word. Die studie het die sensitiviteit van renosterstropingsaangeleenthede erken wat moontlik die redenasievermoë van minderjariges kan aanroep, of hulle maatskaplike sekerheid kan bedreig. Altesaam 119 opnames is in vier dorpe van die Mangalane-gemeenskap gedoen, wat teen die suidoostelike grens van Suid-Afrika se Kruger Nasionalepark in Mosambiek geleë is. Deelnemende fokusgroepe was byderhand om hulp te verleen met die breedvoeriger verduideliking van sommige van die bevindings om sodoende te verseker dat die gemeenskap deel was van die interpretasie van data.

Die studie het bevind dat tekort aan inkomste 'n negatiewe implikasie op wildlewe het, maar hoofsaaklik op wildlewe wat vir substansie-verbruik, of handel om huishoudelike inkomste aan te vul, benodig word. Die stroop van spesies van hoë waarde, soos die renoster, het geen onmiddellijke gebruik vir die gemeenskap nie, hoewel sommige individue wel daarby betrokke is. Hoewel die gemeenskap in die geheel as arm beskou word, verskil armoedevlakke binne een gemeenskap en daar is ook meer welgestelde individue binne 'n
arm community. There is a greater likelihood that these wealthy members will participate in poaching because financial resources are necessary for this activity. In general, people do not like poachers, as their social security is threatened and also connected with other lesser crimes, such as cattle theft, is involved. People hate poaching, but the community's tolerance for it is very low when the costs of living are considered against the benefits that can be obtained. The community also has a strong need for a use of natural resources. The community likes the protected area and the policy, but they have a problem with the way the policy is applied. They argue that they are discriminated against compared to other members of the community who are habitual offenders and allowed to return to the community without prosecution being initiated. The community is mainly satisfied with rangers, but believe they should stand stronger against security and security in the community because the community brings them with the expulsion of poachers.

In conclusion, poverty is not the absolute motivator for involvement in IWT. Poaching can be a consequence of political protests for the right to use natural resources. The funding for anti-poaching makes the community want to know about renosterveld, as large amounts are spent on protection with an eye on protection. Criminal syndicates are ready to die in order to get access while the local community is deprived of the wealth. Furthermore, crime is encouraged by the high income inequalities between protected areas and local communities. Local communities do not like poachers and poaching, but what is beneficial for wildlife, such as security, should also be beneficial for the community. But the benefit from wildlife, must HWC (Human Wildlife Conflict) be reduced and people must be able to enjoy the protected area so they have a grip on what they protect.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO STUDY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The African black rhinoceros (*Diceros bicornis*) and white rhinoceros (*Ceratotherium simum*) species are amongst the most charismatic mega herbivores and the most endangered wildlife species threatened by the illegal wildlife trade. During the past 30 years, the total number of black rhinoceros declined by 96% while the white rhinoceros have steadily improved (Emslie and Brooks, 1999). The prevalence of rhinoceros poaching escalated in the mid-2000s as a consequence of growing middle class consumers in southeast Asian countries. The cost of protecting these species, amongst others, comes at an exuberant rate for African countries and sustainable use mechanisms are being investigated to ensure that revenue is ploughed back to improve security.

Duffy and St John (2013:4) state that poverty can be directly or indirectly linked to illegal wildlife crimes, such as poaching. Poverty alone is an insufficient claim as a primary factor driving illicit wildlife crime; rather it can be viewed as a consequence of a growing gap between the rich and the poor. Additionally, poverty and conservation have two different policy needs and attention, but conservation must not promote poverty as poverty hinders conservation.

Income related to poverty is common amongst people residing around protected areas. Social scientists have found that poverty encompasses complex dimensions which include, but are not limited to, social inferiority, isolation, physical weakness, vulnerability, seasonal deprivation, powerlessness and humiliation (Chambers, 1995:173). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to understand socio-economic factors motivating people to be involved or not involved in illegal wildlife trade, using poverty as an explanatory mechanism.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the research and providing a rationale for the study in question, as well as the research design. Chapter 2 provides the poverty conceptual framework and literature review relevant to this study. Chapter 3 will explain the methodology and an overview of the Mangalane community as the study area. Chapter 4
provides the analysis of data collected and chapter 5 is the discussion and recommendation. Chapter 6 provides an overall conclusion to the study.

1.2 Background to illegal wildlife trade

On a global scale, illegal wildlife trade (IWT) is the largest challenge facing the international community in enforcing environmental laws through the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wildlife Fauna and Flora (CITES) treaty. According to Vand and Transnat (2003) IWT has attracted interest of various criminal syndicates with advance networks making IWT the second largest criminal network in the world. Community-based conservation approaches, where people living in and around protected areas are allowed to benefit from wildlife, is suggested by scholars such as Holmes, 2003; Munthali, 2007; and Gruber (2008) as one of the techniques that could be adopted to protect rhinoceros and other wildlife.

The term ‘illegal’ denotes the unregulated and unconsented use or access, in this case to rhinoceros horn. However, West et al. (2006: 257) argue that the concept of illegal wildlife trade is directly related to the reorganisation of land to establish protected areas. Protected areas in their view restricted and redefined natural resource use rights thereby excluding people from their livelihood base. Redefining land use and access contributed to the criminalisation of local communities through the use of legislation, enforcement and privatisation (West et al., 2006:257).

Munthali (2007:53) concurs with the above stating that the restricted access of local people to benefit perpetuates resentment amongst many southern African communities neighbouring protected areas. Hence the concept of ‘illegal’ use is only relevant to conservationists and protected area managers, and not the local communities (Munthali, 2007:53).

Since the establishment of the first protected area, Yellowstone and Yosemite Parks in the United States, conservation has become intertwined with the designation of land to protect species by removing, evicting and displacing indigenous local communities (Rowcliffe et al., 2004:2631). Tourism income was the primary interest of protected areas as a national symbol (Paavola, 2004:60).
Similarly, in most parts of Africa, perceptions and attitudes towards conservation or protected areas remain negative due to historical colonial impacts of centralisation of wildlife resources (Mbaiwa and Stronza, 2011:1951). The negative impacts of protected areas mentioned above are exacerbated by growing human populations around protected areas, increasing demands for ecosystem services and emphasising the inability of local governments to adequately meet development needs of the locals (Alexander, 2000:341).

According to White (2013:456) the inheritance of colonial military practice in protected areas, in sub-Sahara Africa, is linked to the obscure stereotype of African cultural practices and the relationship between society and nature is convoluted by the notion of white supremacy to legitimise the use of military force against hostile local communities. Without disregarding the extent of complexity of environmental challenges, Marijnen and Verweijen (2016:278) raise the concern of continued Western dictation on environmental security problems in Africa and the continued security intervention claiming ability to bring about law and order.

Irrespective of the perceived outcome of militarization of protected areas, the notion of national security remains questionable and requires further analysis. A study conducted in Zambia by Gibson and Marks (1995) showed two critical assumptions made by paramilitary policies: (1) that rangers are willing to enforce wildlife laws and (2) that rangers are increasing the cost of hunting, thus reducing the benefits accrued therefrom (Gibson and Marks, 1995:942). However, the decline in living standards of rural communities adjacent to protected areas disproved the abovementioned assumptions as wildlife remained highly valuable, especially during drought seasons (Gibson and Marks, 1995:943).

According to Reiss (1986:1) individuals in a community can commit crime and can be victims of crime through direct or indirect involvement. Pantazis (2000:414) states that people are generally fearful of crime; but women, children, poor people and elderly are more fearful than others. Pantazis (2000: 416) rejects the notion that poor people like crime as they experience a higher degree of fear towards crime, including poaching and that the fear experienced by poor people is generally beyond their capacity to respond due to limiting factors namely social, environmental and economic. Moreover, Liska and Chamlin (1984:388) caution that crime evaluations must consider crime as an individual act and not that of a collective.
Poverty has been cited by a number of authors as the main factor influencing rural communities in becoming involved in illegal wildlife trade. On the contrary, Duffy (2016:239) argues that growing wealth in Asian countries creates the demand for illegal wildlife products, while poor people become easy targets for recruitment by crime syndicates. In addition, poverty does not only refer to lack of access to income, but also lack of life development opportunities. Hence rural communities, who lack alternative livelihood opportunities, seek other means through wildlife products inside protected areas for household protein substitute – for instance, bush meat products which are traded on traditional medicine markets.

Knapp et al., (2017:24) argue that rural communities living around protected areas are unlikely to support conservation if conservation does not meet the basic needs of local household livelihoods. Knapp et al., (2017:24) further state that if a community adjacent to a protected areas lack access to basic human needs and economic opportunities to uplift their livelihoods, then they will continue being involved in wildlife poaching. This is because poaching has the potential to improve a household economic status, even though it is high risk and threatens wildlife numbers and tourism opportunities.

One could argue that income depravation poverty also creates similar criminal patterns for individualistic societies where the ‘end’ justifies the ‘means’. For the disadvantaged, life threatening situations call for desperate measures to an extent that members of threatened households seek means to supplement their livelihoods as survival strategy. Equally arguable is that it is within human instinct to consider survival before the ramification. However, Chalim and Cochran’s (1997:206) counter argues that providing economic means alone is insufficient to redress ethical anomalies in societies that disregard self-worth. Ideally, a successful community is built on recognising an equal standing for economic gain and impressing ethical values from an altruistic perspective.

Community-based natural resource management became a prominent rural development approach in the 1980s to involve rural communities in development issues by conserving natural resources on which they depend (Sebele, 2010:137). The key principle is that people are more likely to conserve wildlife if they are able to extract benefits. This became a
favourable alternative to the traditional exclusionary ‘fences and fines’ approach (Holmes, 2003:305).

Conservationists around the world are struggling to understand why poaching, as one of the elements of illegal wildlife trade chains, continues to occur irrespective of intensified law enforcement and community-based approaches being implemented to protect wildlife. Although poverty has been identified as a development problem, the components of poverty make the issue difficult to understand and address.

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
According to Ripple et al., (2016:1) the combination of illegal hunting, competing land-use for livestock and habitat loss, are some of the biggest threats to the survival of large mammals, including rhinos. In addition, the unsustainable hunting (also known as poaching) of iconic species such as elephants and rhinoceroses to be traded on international markets through organised crime syndicates is the largest threat to the species survival (Ripple et al., 2016:3). Literature on illicit wildlife crimes has generally focused on responses to poaching incidences by developing new strategies for apprehending poachers (Hauck and Sweijd, 1999:1025), forensics and DNA sampling (Wasser et al., 2008:1065) and temporal mapping of poaching incursions to predict poachers’ entry points into protected areas (Gandiwa et al., 2013:135). Criminology scholars have also explored the transnational organised crimes (Warchol, 2004:59) and describe illegal wildlife trade as a highly organised criminal network. Criminologists have also compared the similarities between illegal drug trade and IWT (South and Wyatt, 2010:539). Yet, much is assumed about IWT participants and non-participants motivation to commit, or not commit, crime either than the value of rhino horn or ivory on the black market. The lack of understanding of the IWT networks, according to Hübshle (2016:196), makes it difficult to disrupt. Therefore it is important to gain understanding of communities living adjacent to protected areas through which syndicates operate.

Poaching is a complex, context-specific issue that is threatening the survival of wildlife around the world. The continued advancement of technology used by criminal syndicates and the complexity in classifying poachers, make the chain difficult to disrupt. Income related poverty is being constantly cited as a factor motivating poor rural communities to becoming
involved in illegal wildlife trade. Illegal wildlife trade does not only refer to trans-boundary transfers, but also includes provision of information to syndicates by local communities and the social networks of the people involved. Due to context relatedness of poverty definitions, understanding motivations is determined by the local community’s experience and definition of poverty. What needs to be understood are the factors that influence individual decision-making.

According to Knapp et al., (2017) the successful inclusion of people in conservation efforts lies in the ability to understand human behaviour and social influencers. While ‘people and parks’ programmes have become popular in conservation sector in the past twenty years, little has been achieved towards practical inclusive conservation as a result of top-down approaches.

Literature suggests that people’s economic status is the main driver for involvement in illegal wildlife trade. Scholars such as Duffy et al., (2015) argue that the growing middle class income in Asia has driven the increase in demand for animal products as a status symbol. Similarly, the rise in rhino poaching suggested due to the high levels of poverty resulting from loss of access to livelihoods, poor service delivery and high social status aspirations (Vand and Transnat'l, 2003).

However, the latter argument suggests that all community members are involved in poaching disregarding the fact that not all people have the skills to poach, not all members are recruited and there are not enough rhinos to poach by all community members. This study aims to investigate the typologies of poverty that influence involvement in illegal wildlife trade.

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

One of the largest conservation successes in the twenty-first century would be to disrupt the illegal wildlife trade chain. The chain starts with poaching in protected areas, mainly facilitated by local communities and ends with the consumer countries as a result of demand by wealthy middle class income citizens. This study contributes to understanding the poverty as a factor motivating poor rural communities to become involved in poaching in various ways. Untangling the complexities of poverty drivers enables conservationists to address gaps between themselves and the local community will enable reserve managers to better plan community outreach projects. This is a critical step to co-develop incentives and disincentives involvement in illegal activities by specifically targeting poverty influencers.
The complexity of the IWT leads the author to assert that, although perceptions do not provide strong statistical analysis, or an absolute reflection of reality as it is subjective, what people perceive to being ‘true’ coincides with people’s decision-making processes which translate into their actions and response to a situation. Therefore, understanding people’s perceptions can help scientists understand behaviour patterns and analyse situations to predict probable outcomes based on behaviour patterns. In addition, behaviour is shaped by social norms, customs and acculturation, and survival strategies.

1.5 AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of the study is to explore the push and pull factors motivating involvement in illegal wildlife trade. This will be achieved by:

a) To examine the Mangalane community’s perceptions social factors influencing involvement in rhino poaching

b) To examine the Mangalane community’s economic factors influencing involvement in rhino poaching

c) To determine Mangalane community’s acceptance or rejection of rhino poaching

1.6 HYPOTHESIS

a. Poor people like to poach

b. Poor people like poachers

c. Poor people detest park rangers

d. Poor people detest park policies

e. Poor people detest wildlife

1.7 RESEARCH DESIGN

A mixed methods case study research approach is utilised in this study through the use of close ended questions where participants respond on a Likert scale and participation of the community in a data analysis process. The study is based on an epistemological view of the community’s experience and perspective of poverty as a motivating factor for involvement in illegal wildlife trade. This approach allows the researcher to examine the sample group’s patterns, actions and words which begin to tell a story.
The surveys were conducted over a period of five days in four villages of the Mangalane community (Mavunguana, Constine, Ndindiza and Mukakaza). Participants were randomly requested to voluntarily participate in the survey at the end of a monthly village meeting. A total 119 of 480 household heads participated in the survey representing 25% of the total households of the Mangalane community.

The forms were collected, shuffled and reallocated to participants who were then asked to raise their hand according to the corresponding question and answer to tally the data. The participants then participated in analysing and explaining the data.

1.8 ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Literacy levels of the community are significantly low and there exists the possibility that the respondents may not have followed answering questions accurately. The results are not based on reality, but people’s perceptions which may also be influenced by personal relations with the protected area.

1.9 CONCLUSION

Chapter 1 has provided an overview of the research paper and explains the background to the problem of illegal wildlife trade experienced by protected areas and challenges experienced by local communities. The challenges experienced by protected areas regarding the management of wildlife and growing human population continue to challenge wildlife management approaches that are socially acceptable. Social scientists argue that local communities are still experiencing exclusion from benefits from protected areas. The exclusion perpetuates poverty and resentment of protected areas observed in the form of poaching. The study is envisioned to contribute to greater understanding of grassroot challenges motivating decisions of local communities to become involved in illegal wildlife trade. This chapter also explains the significance of the study and offers a summary of the participatory methodology used in this research to account for low literacy levels. Chapter 2 will expand on literature debating factors of exclusion of local communities motivating their involvement in illegal wildlife trade.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section presents multi-poverty as a conceptual framework against which factors motivating of poaching is assessed. It also reviews how the literature perceived poaching and illegal wildlife trade and proposes more radical controversial solutions that protect wildlife by improving community safety and benefits for communities. Social altruism is also discussed as a theme that is commonly overlooked in addressing illegal wildlife trade.

2.2 CONCEPTUALISING POVERTY
There is no universally agreed definition for poverty. Measures and approaches to defining poverty include a variety of perspectives such as social, cultural and historical matters (Sen, 1990:23) and should also be defined by the society in question.

Poverty definitions range from instrumental and material to multi-dimensional and social. For example, Townsend (1979:188) defines poverty as “the inability to participate in society” (which is broader than more ‘absolute’ definitions confined to subsistence needs), but emphasizes that what is distinctive is the “inability to participate owing to lack of resources”. However, this definition is limited to issues of economic accessibility that enable one to participate in society. The United Nations (UN) attempts to extend Townsend’s definition to include words such as “lack of participation in decision-making, a violation of human dignity, powerlessness and susceptibility to violence” (Townsend, 1979:31).

Ringen (1988:146) argues income related definitions of poverty are too simplistic as they view income as an end in itself rather than a means to an end. Ringen (1988) suggests that the definition must also consider the low standards of living associated with lack of income. Atkinson (1989) concurs with Ringen (1988) but advocates for the ‘right’ to access to minimum resources/income. Atkinson (1989) argues that if citizens have the right to access minimum income, then the ‘poverty’ dimensions mentioned above by Townsend (1979) would be addressed. Millar and Glendinning (1989) suggested that poverty should also be
viewed from a perspective of individual rights to economic independence, the lack of results in poverty vulnerability.

Sen (1990) rejects the definitions above, arguing that income will always be a means to an end. Access to income does not necessarily result in access to a desired end, and Sen argues that poverty is a consequence of the inability to make choices or freedom. Sen suggests that poverty definitions must explicitly present social inequalities that limit an individual’s capabilities, such as gender, politics, and racism amongst others. Sen (1990) adds that human beings must be supported with the means to enable them to make choices about what they can do and become. Sen’s definition of poverty is a fundamental component of human development in developing countries.

Sen’s (1990) attributed Karl Marx (1847) argument, but warned that disregarding income related poverty disregards the power dynamics associated with income. The more income an individual has the more power of influence they have over a society. Income and power inequalities may lead to elite capture and subsequent impoverishment, and dependency of those who have less income.

Sen (1990) states there are two types of poverty: absolute and relative poverty. Absolute poverty refers to the inability of an individual to meet basic human needs. It is associated with the physical needs for survival that will enable one to work for remuneration and reproduction. This approach is strongly linked to access to nutrition and food security, and not income variances. A family or society is defined as being in absolute poverty if they cannot afford to eat.

Relative poverty is the lack of access to material resources that are required for an individual to participate in society. Relative poverty includes both social (participating in society) and material (income related). The comparative state of relative poverty exists when comparing people in the same society and at the same point in history. Thus, comparative relative poverty is complex to apply and generally deviates from the basic question of human needs. However, it can explicitly reveal the inequalities in a society such as racial, gender, class, and amongst ethnic groups.
This study recognises poverty as an explanatory mechanism that affects many households in the Southern African Development Community (SADC) region. The negative impacts of poverty include: food insecurity, vulnerability to crime, elite capture and environmental and political injustice. Being affected by poverty may result in individuals being participants in illegal wildlife trade and victims of both law enforcement and criminality associated with illegal wildlife trade. Poverty, as an explanatory mechanism, can be used to understand people’s decision making processes to choose to participate, or not participate, in illegal wildlife trade, or its prevention.

The section below presents other factors that scholars say contribute to involvement in illegal wildlife trade such as the historical injustices of protected areas, the negative consequences of protected area establishment, human wildlife conflict, and debate relating to wildlife protection strategies between the poles of green militarisation and community wildlife ownership.

2.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF PROTECTED AREAS

Depending on how they are managed, protected areas can contribute to the impoverishment of local communities through the redefinition of land ownership, land use rights, reduced access to resources and subsequent criminalisation of local practices, or alternatively, they can be managed as engines of economic growth providing jobs, promoting CBNRM and treating local people with respect and dignity.

A ‘protected area’ can be defined as “an area of land and/or sea especially dedicated to protection and maintenance of biological diversity and of natural and associated resources, and managed through legal, or other effective measures” (IUCN, 2000:3). Occupying about 12% of the earth’s surface area, protected areas have become an integral part of conservation strategies to protect high biodiversity habitats for species, carbon sequestration and threatened water source areas (Sims, 2010:94). However, the impacts of protected areas remain highly contested.

On the one hand, protected areas can contribute to local development by attracting tourism investment opportunities resulting in employment for local communities (Sims, 2010:96).
However, the tangible benefits accrued from protected areas are different between developed and developing countries and tend to be higher where there is strong public accountability (Child, 2014). In addition, protected areas can safeguard the ecosystem to benefit local communities through fresh water supply, forest products, fishing and increasing local income by means of tourism.

On the other hand, protected areas can worsen poverty for rural communities who are mainly dependent on the environment to supplement their livelihoods. Through reorganising land and regulating access, legislation forbidding natural resource use and redefining land ownership and rights, create negative impacts of protected areas on local communities as what was once local goods and resources, are now state and private assets, inversely without compensation. Protected areas can also restrict future development opportunities, thus limiting potential economic growth. This statement is particularly true if the benefits of that protected area are experienced at a regional or global level disregarding the needs of the local communities. Nonetheless, there are considerable potentials to re-consider the governance of parks, and to invest in them as engines for economic growth (Child and Jones, 2006).

Paavola (2004:68) argues that the establishment of protected areas did not recognise the interest of local communities or consider social justice. He argues that any type of conservation effort should consider both distributive and procedural justice in decision-making processes. Distributive justice draws from the Benthem philosophy of the greatest good for the greatest number. Hence, distributive environmental justice considers the impacts of conservation on the population dependent on the natural resource. Procedural justice (which aims to achieve fairness in resolving conflict related to resource allocation) advocates for inclusion and distribution of power to all affected parties in environmental decision-making processes. Procedural justice enables the affected parties to provide consent or reject environmental decisions (Paavola, 2004:68). Paavola (2004:68) advocates for social justice in environmental management rather than simply focusing on economic and species welfare. In addition, Paavola (2004:72) argues that failure of contemporary conservation practice is due to the failure to address historical issues of distributive and procedural justice.

Holmes (2003:309) asserts that conservation crimes can be viewed as a political protest against what is seen as an unfair regulation. In his journal, Holmes (2003:310) states that the impacts of imposing new property rights and redefining land ownership regulations,
excluding people from livelihood resources such as hunting wildlife and harvesting firewood, subsequently criminalising (known as poaching) an activity that was once legal, and a way of life (i.e hunting and gathering) and using military force to enforce these regulations, are not received by the local community passively. For example when Yellowstone Park was created in the United States of America, local people protested the new land demarcation through violence, arson, destroying park infrastructure, threatening the lives of game rangers and killing wildlife (Holmes, 2003:310).

Economies of many African societies were and still are dependent on the natural environment. Hence, the exploitation of Africa’s natural resources contributed to the colonisation of African societies (Nelson, 2010:3). Colonialism resulted in institutional change, such as users and communities, in the way natural resources were governed, shifting control over wild resources, from localised accountable resources users to centralised public authority, including parks, wildlife and park agencies and institutions (Nelson, 2010:9). Consequently there are prevailing conflicts over land rights and tenure, and access to resources and competing land use amongst local, private and global communities. In other words, there is conflict between public assets – parks and wildlife – that affect or reside on private and community land.

Land tenure in many Africa countries, including Mozambique, is very complex. Though the land is the property of the state, traditional authority and private entities have land use rights. However, the allocation of land use rights remains unclear as private economic interest often supersedes that of local Mozambiquans, especially communities. While local people may have their own interest to utilise natural resources, such as water to meet their household needs, these are commonly reserved to meet the needs of urban dwellers with little or no allocation to the rural communities living in water source areas. Similarly, rural communities living with wildlife have no rights to utilise wildlife, yet they bear the costs of living with wildlife.

Kideghesho et al., (2007:2219) state that human wildlife conflict generally requires communities to bear the costs of livestock and crop losses for the sake of protected areas and state owned wildlife. Resentment grows as authorities fail to consult communities in the development and management of protected areas as there is reduced grazing land for
livestock, decline in livestock, increased susceptibility to wildlife diseases, exclusion of access to natural resources, and theft (Kideghesho et al., 2007:2219).

In Mozambique, competing land use between game reserve wildlife and community livestock and crop farming, have continued since the 1980s. This includes restricted access to ancestral lands, and unequal distribution of rights to natural resources. Community protest against the game reserve can be observed in the form of negative attitudes towards wildlife (Soto et al., 2001:1735) and sometimes protest through poaching and fires – the weapons of the weak (Scott et al., 2008). It is thus important to ensure that communities have access to basic needs, and existing livelihoods are not compromised for the sake of wildlife conservation.

Near South Africa’s Kruger National Park, Hübschle (2016) found that the historical conflict and disparities caused by the establishment of protected areas remain unacknowledged and influences uptake of the wildlife economy and concerns in illegal wildlife trade. In addition, the continued exclusion of local people and exuberant investment in law enforcement, perpetuates negative attitudes towards protected areas, with local people believing that the authorities consider wildlife to be more important than human lives. Moreover, the lack of racial transformation of the wildlife economy continues to exclude local people from benefitting from wildlife, rather than being passive recipients of ‘benefits’ determined by protected area management. To research trends that cause social exclusion and resentment, conservationists need to adopt more people-centred approaches that address the historical socio-political injustices.

2.4 CONCEPTUALISING WILDLIFE CRIME

The section below illustrates how poverty related to change in decision-making powers influences involvement in illegal wildlife trade. The argument here is that the change in land ownership resulted in redefinition of hunting practices, regulations and defining legal and illegal hunting (poaching).

Hunting has been a common livelihood practice in African communities, including trade, household protein diet needs, cultural practices and ecosystem balance. The arrival of colonialists during the nineteenth century, redefined the social standing of African society as
uncivilised, and reconfiguring social norms and practices, including the use and access to wildlife resources. Subsistence hunting was thus characterised as “haphazard, inefficient, wasteful and cruel” and the development of a new order of acceptable and appropriate licensed sport and trophy hunting, which still prevails today, was established (White, 2013:456). Consequently, colonial, post-colonial elites and NGOs, through protected areas, redefined land use and ownership rights by dictating “what hunting should entail, by whom it should be conducted and with what methods” (White, 2013:456).

The unauthorised hunting by the local communities in protected areas is regarded as poaching. The term, poaching, has become synonymous with undocumented hunting by neighbouring communities encompassed as ‘illegal’ and unsustainable hunting practice. There are two different types of poachers referred to in this paper namely, subsistence poachers and commercial poachers.

Subsistence poachers commonly hunt small wildlife, such as antelopes, mainly to supplement for household food needs, as well as for local sales and trade. Subsistence poachers have limited access to technology and mostly hunt using traditional methods such as traps and snares. However, the use of these technologies can affect other wildlife. Lindsey et al., (2013:88) state that due to the seasonality of tourism employment, poor rural Africans partake in snare hunting to substitute household food needs, as well as for trade to supplement household income. Other factors, including poor soil quality for crop farming and livestock disease such as trypanosomiasis, contribute to the demand for bush meat due to scarcity, hence snaring. In addition, Lindsey et al., (2013: 88) state that the lack of land rights, or ownership, contributes to snaring as neighbouring communities see it as the only way they can benefit from wildlife, the cost of which they have to endure. Consequently, charismatic species such as elephants are unintentionally caught or injured.

Many rural households in Africa that suffer from lack of sustainable employment opportunities, source income alternatives from bush meat by hunting and selling (Lindsey et al., 2013:88). In addition, seasonal employees have more time for hunting than those in full time employment (Lindsey et al., 2013:88). Moreover, household food insecurity is exacerbated by poor agricultural and arable land, and thus people survive on bush meat as an alternative protein substitute. Livestock disease has also been identified as a major contributing factor to livestock decline, yet livestock is retained as household assets/wealth
and used for dietary needs. Bush meat in the Serengeti National Park in Tanzania contributes about 31% of protein for households (Lindsey et al., 2013:88). Therefore, reduction in bush meat will negatively impact household food security should sustainable harvesting mechanisms not be initiated.

Bush meat products are not only for household consumption, but are also traded on local medicinal and cultural markets. Species such as leopards or vultures have higher economic value on the traditional medicine market than as household food. Trading wildlife parts such as lion bones on the traditional medicine market is highly profitable for households who have limited development opportunities. In addition, the increased need for household food increases demand for income and income generating opportunities. Often, the lone distinction between subsistence hunting, selling wildlife products for household needs, and commercial poaching by mid-level and high-level criminals, is blurred and we now refer to the latter as commercial poachers.

Commercial poachers usually hunt in formally organised groups aiming for highly valuable wildlife that sells on the international market, such as elephants and rhinos. They use more modern and sophisticated methods of tracking and hunting, including guns, geographic positioning systems (GPS) and helicopters. These types of poachers have detrimental impacts on the survival of species in the wild.

Generally associated with commercial poachers, illegal wildlife trade is a concept that overlaps with transnational crime defined as “the illicit procurement, transportation and distribution of commodities across international borders” (Warchol, 20014:58). Hence, ‘illegal’ wildlife trade is the illicit harvesting, procurement and transportation of wildlife specimens. The ‘illegal’ trafficking of wildlife species, both flora and fauna, is worth between $91-billion and $258-billion annually (Van der Merwe, 2016).

The term ‘illegal’ denotes unregulated and unauthorised use or access, in this case to natural resources. However, West et al., (2006:257) argue that the concept of illegal wildlife use/trade is directly related to the reorganisation of land to establish protected areas. Protected areas in their view restricted and redefined land use rights, mainly excluding people from their livelihood base. Redefining land use and access criminalises local people through the use of legislation, enforcement and privatisation (West et al., 2006:257). Munthali (2007:53) concurs with the above stating that depriving local people from accessing wildlife
usually to benefit the elite, resonates amongst many southern African communities neighbouring protected areas. Hence the concept of ‘illegal’ use is only relevant to the agenda of the elite (Munthali, 2007:53). At local level, misusing wildlife may be regarded illegal, but it is often de facto socially legitimate in the face of the law that favours the rich and in which the poor have little say. Similarly, international treaties such as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) often ignore their effects of international ban on range states that are successfully conserving wildlife.

The researcher agrees with the above, arguing that prior to colonisation, Africa had functional stewardship approaches to utilising wildlife to meet household needs such as the Makhulela, Ndolwane, Huwana, Gala, Bambadzi, Hingwe and Madlambudzi in Bulilimainangwe district in Zimbabwe (Madzudzo, 1997). The redefinition of local communities as poachers, the complexity of attaining hunting permits and the lack of perceived benefits continue to exacerbate resentment of the effects of protected areas. In addition, local communities do not have access to modern formal education systems to occupy managerial positions in protected areas to afford themselves an opportunity to be involved in decision-making processes. Moreover, protected areas around the world are subjected to international policies of elite countries that make decisions for these areas recognising only biological science as legitimate, with little or no consideration of the social implications. In other words, banning trade of certain species is an indication of conservation and law enforcement failure.

White (2013:462) states that poachers and poaching have negative impacts on society. Poaching and illegal wildlife trade undermines opportunities for good governance and management of natural resources, loots economically valuable natural resources, creates instability of national economies, perpetuates corruption, undermines local livelihoods, and introduces criminal gangs and lawlessness.

According to White (2013:461) there has been a shift from defining poachers as poor peasant farmers with subsistence tools for hunting to include new identities that are more sophisticated and form part of highly organised syndicates. The advancement of criminal syndicates includes multinational trade routes around the globe facilitated through globalisation and advanced weaponry, transportation networks and geographic positioning systems (White, 2013:461).
Wasser *et al.*, (2008:1066) confirm that the prosecution rate for illegal wildlife trafficking is very low as it is considered by law enforcement officials as a low priority crime compared to other transnational crimes such as human trafficking, drug and weapon smuggling amongst others. Wasser *et al.*, (2008:1066) agree that there is empirical data showing a network link between illegal wildlife trade and other transnational crimes. In addition, modernisation and development of technology are making it even more difficult to apprehend offenders as trade is done via internet transactions.

2.5 ADDRESSING WILDLIFE CRIME

More than US$350 million have already been spent around the world to protect and monitor ‘illegal’ wildlife trade of rhino horn and elephant ivory (Biggs *et al.*, 2016:2). More recently, engaging communities living around protected areas have been identified as critical components to addressing ‘illegal’ wildlife trade (Cooney *et al.*, 2016). The London Declaration held in 2014 aimed to develop strategies to address illegal wildlife crime under the broader theme of removing illegal wildlife products in the legal market, developing new frameworks for law enforcement and deterrent strategies, and providing incentives to contribute to livelihoods and development. The FEC (2015:354) states that these approaches are unlikely to succeed as more information is required regarding the link between poverty and poaching, as well as the impact of growing wealth in the consumer countries.

While there is growing recognition of the need to involve communities in addressing poaching and illegal wildlife trade, most projects, targeted as alternative livelihoods, have been involved in food gardens, education and establishing field ranger programmes (McNeely, 1993). One can argue that these projects have been focused on the symptoms of poverty resulting from lack of land use rights. They do not address the problems of land use rights, wildlife ownership and natural resource use rights. Fundamentally, governance is a critical component to enable the abovementioned rights to be fulfilled, and the lack of understanding of the definition of community in African societies and continued top-down approach, hinder progress. Moreover, states are reluctant to devolve power to local communities. Instead, huge funds continue to be allocated to anti-poaching operations while communities receive superficial development projects that do not represent the interests of local communities.
FEC (2015:346) further argue that policy responses to poaching are generally linked to issues of global security as a transnational crime. Rowcliffe et al., (2004:2631) and Massè and Lunstrum (2016) agree that the zoning of protected areas through the use of fences is a method of enforcing laws based on a theory that resource users will willingly conform to this change, thus leading to illegal behaviour. Rowcliffe et al., (2004:2631) further argue that fences to enforce laws also contribute to the decline of less valuable species outside the protected area.

Paavola (2004:72) observed that the protection status of a species does not guarantee the survival of the species inside the protected areas; rather, it is driven by the preference of the hunters. Rowcliffe et al., (2004:2634) found in a study conducted in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), aimed to determine if wildlife laws brought positive change in the protection of species, that species with greater protection were more likely to be hunted than the unprotected species (Rowcliffe et al., 2004:2634). Rowcliffe et al., (2004:2634) argue that the hunter’s preference for protected species is because they are usually more profitable, thus increasing their likelihood of attack regardless of their protection status. This is a global trend and also true in the Republic of South Africa, where legally hunted species tend to survive better (Child, 2012).

The high protection status awarded wildlife may result in a number of controversial questions amongst local communities. Local communities are generally not involved in scientific data gathering; hence the status presented by scientists is not recognised in the communities; rather it is seen as another way of excluding communities from access to natural resources. In addition, the high investment in anti-poaching operations (about $US 10,000 for helicopter surveillance rather than to people with no food) raises speculation that local communities are being deprived of the high economic benefits of charismatic species. Hence the exclusion of communities in scientific data gathering and increasing anti-poaching investment perpetuates the notion of exclusion.

Additionally, anti-poaching operations result in a number of economic opportunities – a few members of local communities who are employed as rangers. However, there is a whole industry driven by the rhino crisis that generates income for NGOs. Equipment, fundraising, engineers who have developed surveillance technology, technical equipment supply stores,
amongst others, stand a great chance to lose business should the poaching be reduced. This raises a few questions as to whose interests in anti-poaching are being served and what would be their role, or incorporation of their skills, in parks where is there is no poaching. Therefore, ‘poaching’ can be seen as having benefits to a many people beyond local communities. Investment in anti-poaching operations needs to consider the above questions and their implications in the absence of poaching. Investing in community land use rights and ownership is more viable in the long term.

Massè and Lunstrum (2016:236) state that there is a growing concern about the devolution of state security to private companies because private companies are less concerned about the welfare of the community and are less accountable to the community than state security agencies. Massè and Lunstrum (2016:236) further argue that high securitisation of protected areas has great potential to backfire by further alienating the rural poor from access to natural resources for their livelihoods. As such, poaching pressure may increase as communities resist exclusion of access rather than obtaining support from other adjacent communities.

The above findings concurred with the study of Gibson and Marks (1995:941) in Zambia which shows that stringent conservation policies, prohibition of firearms, issuing of hunting quotas and paramilitary action failed to reduce the surge of poaching. The study argued that the conservation policies excluded local communities from legal access and right to utilise wildlife although other incentives were created. The increased focus on military enforcement and bureaucracy, rather than proprietorship of wildlife, further alienated communities in Zambia (Gibson and Marks, 1995:942). It is further argued that such policies are making two critical assumptions; (1) that rangers are willing to enforce wildlife laws and (2) the rangers are increasing the cost of hunting, thus reducing the benefits accrued from hunting (Gibson and Marks, 1995:942). However, the decline in living standards of rural communities adjacent to protected areas disproved the abovementioned assumptions as wildlife remained highly valuable especially during drought seasons (Gibson and Marks, 1995:943).

Marijnen and Verweijen (2016:275) suggest that there are a number of ways which have been used to justify the use of military force in conservation such as popular social media depicting armed rangers as ‘heroes,’ or as marketing strategies to raise funds for military practices including the use of militaristic language such as ‘combatting’, ‘war’ etc. The framing of the poaching challenge, for example, as a national security issue rationalises the
deployment of national security personal (Marijnen and Verweijen, 2016:275). Accordingly, the narrative to ‘save nature’ is generally justified as being ‘normal’, ‘rational’ and ‘legitimate’ reactions to the destruction of nature.

Media headlines are unintentionally exacerbating the conflict between local communities and protected areas. Media headlines portraying rangers as heroes for killing poachers ‘confirm’ assumptions that human life is less valuable than animals, with few stories that depict the dead poachers as someone’s children, or even people seeking to save their families from hunger. This reinstates the position of traditional conservation practice. Moreover, high prosecution sentencing also has mixed messages for communities living with crimes that people experience every day. The handing down of an eight year sentence to a poacher compared to five years for human murder, like the Oscar Pistorius case, is regarded by poor communities as an injustice to humans. While law enforcement is a valuable component to addressing poaching and illegal wildlife trade, there is a need for approaches that will support community safety and also incorporate other mechanisms for dealing with wildlife crime that focus on inclusion and rehabilitation rather than exclusion and shaming.

Duffy (2016:239) states that framing the poaching threats to wildlife as ‘war’ in an attempt to save them, legitimises the use of military force to protect wildlife which is a widespread practice in southern Africa. The drastic shift of aggressive force to conservation is linked to the drastic increase in poaching of elephants and rhinos as a consequence of the growth of the middle class in Asia (Duffy, 2016:239).

With regards to militarisation of protected areas, Büscher and Ramutsindela (2015:3) argue that this approach denies those who have been labelled poachers a right to life. Büscher and Ramutsindela (2015:3) are concerned that killing ‘poachers’ is legitimised for the sake of conservation, irrespective of the violent history within the Southern African Development Community (SADC). Cooney et al., (2016:368) advocate for the need of non-lethal approaches to address illegal wildlife trade at community level focusing on community empowerment, engagement and benefit sharing as viable incentives to reduce motivation for illegal activity.

Duffy’s (2016) perspective omits the fact the rangers in protected areas are unable to compete with poachers who are heavily armed. Duffy’s argument is also said to lack evidence that
there is advancement in surveillance technology as opposed to military force. Additionally, poaching is also recognised as a crime of theft from state, private concession holder or local community. Tackling drivers of poaching through education and social development is useful, however, but by the time they bear fruit, there would be no wildlife left, hence the role of rangers is still evident.

Community-based natural resource management became a prominent rural development approach in the 1980s to involve rural communities in development issues by conserving natural resources on which they depend (Sebele, 2010:137). This became a favourable alternative to the traditional exclusionary ‘fences and fines’ approach (Holmes, 2003:305). CBNRM in Southern Africa has been focused around wildlife as a strategy to protect threatened wildlife from human encroachment and illegal harvesting (Barnes et al., 2002:667). CBNRM assumes that communities will sustainably utilise and protect natural resources from which they benefit, provided the cost exceed the cost of living with wildlife (Mbaiwa and Stronza, 2011:1950).

CBNRM has great potential in sub-Saharan Africa. However, state reluctance to devolve power is the biggest hindrance to the maximum potential of CBNRM. In some cases, the challenge rests on the amount of decision-making power offered to communities in question. The assumption is that the benefit and outcomes of CBNRM, mainly from the value of wildlife, is too high for the state to release control (Nelson and Agrawal, 2008:558). Hence, devolution happens on paper but does not translate into action as central actors continue to retain control of wildlife outcomes with no accountability (Nelson and Agrawal, 2008:558). The lack of devolution has led to the assumption that CBNRM is failing.

Often literature portrays the local community as criminals and neglects to acknowledge that they are also affected by crime. According to Reiss (1986:1) communities can commit crime and can be victims of crime through direct or indirect involvement. Communities can indirectly be victims in a crime when their belongings are threatened or forcefully taken, such as property, or with an intention to defend belongings for personal interest, belonging to the community, government and organisation. Modern criminology studies attempt to understand the patterns and motivating factors associated with criminal behaviour and victimisation. Ultimately, the question is why some are affected by crime or criminal behaviour and not others. Some questions are about attempting to understand who is
responsible for intervening in such situations. In addition, who, when and where do people become victims of crime?

Liska and Chamlin (1984:386) suggest that economic vulnerability linked to economic inequality occurs where there is a huge income gap between the rich and the poor, the greater the gap, the higher the occurrence of criminal behaviour. In such a situation, the rich are more likely to adopt coercion strategies to bring about stability and social order. Additionally, they are better able to improve their security measures to protect themselves. Moreover, Liska and Chamlin (1984:388) caution that crime evaluations must consider crime as an individual act and not that of a collective.

Braithwaite’s (1989) theory of reintegrative shaming states that the type of response to crime by a community is determined by its social formation. Reintegrative shaming theory argues that there is a way of presenting the unacceptability of crime without stigmatising people. The theory suggests that there is a constructive way of communicating wrongdoing to the perpetrator such that it encourages the individual to abstain from the crime. Stigma tends to perpetuate the wrong action by the perpetrator. In practice reintegrative shaming is done through positive and respectful communication, making the offender feel like a good human being but has done something wrong. Conversely, stigma is unwilling to forgive wrong doing and leave permanent scars on the perpetrator. According to Braithwaite (1989:1) “…societies that are forgiving and respectful while taking crime seriously have low crime rates such as Japan; societies that degrade and humiliate criminals have higher crime rates, such as contemporary western societies.”

Communitarian societies adopted re-integrative shaming because the functions of the society are built on social norms, social dependence and the offender’s continued participation in society. However, this system is broken down by criminal syndicates who undermine local leadership and intimidate community members and become more powerful where state law enforcement is absent, under-capacitated or where they neglect responsibility. This is common in many traditional societies in Africa and Latin America (Chalim and Cochran, 1997:205). On the contrary, individualistic societies are mainly dependent on exclusionary naming-and-shaming and fragment information mechanisms that enable and facilitate re-integrative shaming to maintain control. As such, individualistic societies are dependent on
coercive power (including military force) that exclude and produce recurrent stigma isolating offenders and exacerbating criminal behaviour (Chalim and Cochran, 1997:205).

One could argue that income related poverty also creates similar criminal patterns in individualistic societies where the ‘end’ justifies the ‘means’. For the disadvantaged, life threatening situations call for desperate measures to an extent that members of threatened households seek means to supplement their livelihoods as survival strategy. Equally arguable is that it is within human instinct to consider survival before other ramifications. However, Chalim and Cochran (1997:206) counter argue that providing economic means alone is insufficient to redress ethical anomalies in societies that disregard self-worth. Ideally, a successful community is built on recognising an equal standing for economic gain and impressing ethical values from an altruistic perspective.

2.6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, poverty is a complex issue which can only be defined contextually. Scholars suggest that poverty definitions must include economic, social and cultural dimensions. However, income related poverty is valuable as it determines the power structures of a society. There is also a debate that the establishment of protected areas have contributed to the impoverishment and disempowerment of local communities by undermining governance, land use rights, resource use rights, and developing regulations that do not consider the right of the local people. Hence people poach as a protest against the protected area. Although protected areas have ecological and economic benefits for local communities, the costs of living with wildlife are still high relative to subsistence livelihoods. The seasonal employment also motivates people to participate in bush meat hunting which also has unintended consequences on high value species such as elephants. There is also an observed mix of subsistence hunters who are involved in poaching for trade in local markets to generate income. Multifaceted approaches are being developed to address illegal wildlife trade, and the military option remains prominent. Scholars have argued that decentralising law enforcements from state to private companies makes it difficult to regulate the level of force used. There is also a growing justification which the use of military force has and the ‘war on poaching’ amongst others, yet some scholars argues that this violates human rights. Community-based approaches such as CBNRM, can address illegal wildlife trade, but, the
slow and reluctant devolution of power, and benefits and resource use rights by the state hinder the potential benefits of wildlife to local communities. Criminology scholars also suggest that conservationists need to be aware of community structures and traditional approaches for addressing crime and the effects of green militarisation and criminality on the fabric of local society. Altruistic approaches work well in rural communities where traditional authority is strong and recognised. This approach allows poachers to be reintegrated as useful members of society.
CHAPTER 3
STUDY AREA AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the approach that was utilised to collect data from the Mangalane community in Mozambique. The study utilised both quantitative and qualitative approaches, adopting the approach of measuring people’s perceptions, but also having them explained by the respondents. The case study approach is suitable to collect empirical data through inactive learning. Due to the sensitivity of the study, participants were randomly selected and all respondents were voluntary and anonymous. The study excluded individuals under the age of 16 years. This chapter also contextualises the Mangalane community. The area is a transit route of wildlife products sourced from South Africa and the study seeks to understand motivations for involvement or non-involvement in illegal wildlife trade.

3.2 STUDY AREA

Figure 1: Map of Sabie Game Park and Mangalane community
Source: Massè and Lustrum (2016:228)
3.3 HISTORY

Mozambique gained independence from the Portuguese colonialist government in 1975 which was followed by a civil war in 1977 that lasted until 1992. The South African and Rhodesian apartheid governments aimed to destabilize the newly independent government by fuelling the 1977 civil war (Silva, 2007:113). The rebels destroyed social service infrastructures such as schools, hospitals and roads inter alia. Citizens who were suspected of supporting the new government were terrorised and displaced, and these included rural people.

The war had huge negative impacts on the country’s economy and productivity due to destruction of agricultural production infrastructure, economic infrastructure and the gathering of international debts. According to Rotshuizen and Smith (2013:506) approximately 50% of Mozambique’s rural community was displaced around the country or into neighbouring states during the civil war. Displaced people lived off the land causing substantial damage to the habitat and wildlife. These people have since settled in areas with a low natural resource base and alternative livelihood resources are sought in wildlife. Due to complex land tenure systems in Mozambique, rural communities do not have ownership of land or wildlife. However, traditional authority is recognised as formal and legal custodians of land in rural areas.

Rotshuizen and Smith (2013) assert that the war in Mozambique resulted in the neglect of protection of wildlife. At the same time, wildlife poaching and illegal trade presented an opportunity for the Mozambique Liberation Front (FRELIMO) and the Mozambican National Resistance (RENAMO) armies with ungoverned revenue opportunities. This challenge continued after the war, where in 2009 84 rhinos were killed in South Africa and this compelled the country to increase armed forces along the border between the Kruger National Park and Mozambique (Humphreys and Smith, 2011:137).

The country held its first democratic election in 1994 giving power to the FRELIMO coalition.
3.4 ECONOMY

The country’s social and economic disparities vary geographically with east being the wealthy and west and north being excluded and neglected from the country’s development. In the 1990s, Mozambique experienced sound economic growth. However, the benefits were not equally distributed amongst the citizens and poverty remains severe, particularly in the northern and western parts of the country. The Gini coefficient in the year 2000 continued to increase. Urban areas such as those in the capital Maputo experience higher economic disparities than their rural counterparts. In addition, the adoption of foreign white farmers from adjacent states to plough and cultivate fertile lands increased inequality and racial tensions (Silva, 2007:117).

3.5 EDUCATION

Like many African states, education in Mozambique during colonialism was done through Catholic missionaries (Cross, 1987:550). Unlike missionary education in other states such as South Africa, education in Mozambique remained an apparatus of the state and inferior education was offered to the blacks, resulting in challenges for the country to transform once independence had come (Cross, 1987:550).

From the 1960s the new government attempted to reduce colonial movements in the country and ultimately remove colonial strategies. Education became available to native Africans as it became mandatory for all children between the ages of 6 and 12 years with one national curriculum for all race groups (Cross, 1987:567). However, the focus was mainly on the attainment of primary education and subsequent neglect of secondary education for Africans was the result as many provinces remained without secondary schools (Cross, 1987:568).

In 2016 it was estimated that about 50% of adult population (15+ years) are illiterate, less than 5% have completed secondary school education (Porter et al., 2017:23). While enrolment is about 88%, only 37% completed primary education. About 32% of females who enrolled in primary education complete, while 34% of males complete (Porter et al., 2017:24). While primary education is free in Mozambique, inability to complete can be attributed to malnutrition, gender issues such as marriage of young girls, gender roles and
lack of transport infrastructure. In many rural communities, women have limited access to education opportunities (Chimbutane and Benson, 2012).

3.6 FOOD SECURITY IN RURAL MOZAMBIQUE

More than 68% of households living below the poverty line are found in rural areas. Of the population in rural areas 54% live in extreme poverty (Bilale, 2007:10). Subsistence agriculture is the main livelihood option, but the majority of the land is infertile, hence the majority of households are food insecure and there are limited alternative opportunities. Although rural women are the major contributors to food in the household, they have limited control over production resources and trade.

In Mozambique, rural households are said to be food insecure if they are unable to attain their daily calorie requirement (Mabiso et al., 2014:652). Food insecurity in rural Mozambique increased from 43% in 2002 to 48% in 2008 (Mabiso et al., 2014:650). The increase in food insecurity can be attributed to the food price crisis in 2008 hindering progress in poverty reduction with huge impact in rural communities in the southern part of Mozambique. Food security continues to be a development challenge in Mozambique negatively affecting 68% of population. Additionally, 70% of rural residents are mainly dependent on subsistence farming threatened by climate change.

The civil war in Mozambique was the largest contributor to food insecurity in rural Mozambique. In the last decade, destruction of infrastructure due to floods and droughts has exacerbated food insecurity thereby worsening Mozambique’s dependence on international food aid. Vulnerable rural households continue to seek infrastructural development for agriculture such as irrigation systems. Due to political tensions in rural Mozambique, former RENAMO supporters are not priorities in economic development plans (Mabiso et al., 2014:652).

Access to safe drinking water and recurrent droughts are some of the factors that impact urbanisation patterns in Mozambique. Approximately 65% of rural inhabitants in the Maputo province do not have access to safe drinking water while 89% do not have access to appropriate sanitation facilities. Maputo had not yet achieved its target of providing 70% of
rural dwellers with improved drinking water by 2015. About 50% of the population do not have access to safe drinking water and adequate sanitation and only 6% of rural dwellers have access to safe drinking water and sanitation (Carrilho et al., 2015:27). Lack of access to water remains a challenge in Mozambique as periodic drought is highly demanding on the region’s irrigation and agricultural infrastructure (Carrilho et al., 2015).

3.7 MANGALANE VILLAGE

The Mangalane community is located on the southwest border of Mozambique, adjacent to Sabie Game Park (SGP) (a private hunting reserve, which borders on South Africa’s Kruger National Park (KNP) for a distance of 40km and covers some 28 000 hectares of land). The SGP is located between two water sources for the community: Mazintonto River in the north and Corumana Dam in the south. In 2000, the SGP received a 99 year lease and on the basis of a hunting permit granted nine years later, generates wildlife revenue. McDonald Safaris operates as the hunting outfit in the Park.

Like many other rural communities in Africa, some of the villages of the Mangalane community were resettled from their land to establish the SGP. The community adjacent to the park occupies approximately 50 000 hectares of land. It is composed of five villages namely, Constine, Baptine, Ndindiza, Mukakaza and Mavunguana. The community is sparsely populated with about 480 households, or about 1800 individuals. Adults above the age of 40 years in the Mangalane community have no formal primary education due to the political instabilities mentioned above.

The livelihoods in the community depend on subsistence agriculture, mainly livestock and maize. Food insecurity is a common threat to the survival of households, exacerbated by periodic drought seasons and occasional tropical cyclone events. Limited access to safe drinking water affects crop productivity, livestock and human health. About 21% of households survive through employment in South Africa and remittance while 47 people are employed in the SGP. In addition, the Mangalane community receives 20% of wildlife revenue from the SGP through hunting fees paid to the Mozambique government in accordance with the Mozambiquan Conservation Area Laws.
To facilitate good relationship building and reconciliation, the SGP approached the South African Wildlife College (SAWC) in 2013 to initiate a community-based natural resource management (CBNRM) project to support household livelihoods and the development of community infrastructure. At the time, there was poor community governance – community members had negative attitudes towards wildlife and people were not involved in the decision-making processes regarding the benefits received by the community. Additionally, community members did not see opportunities in wildlife contributing to their future development or co-existing with livestock. The project was expanded in 2015 by the World Wide Fund for Nature South Africa (WWF SA) through funding support from the United Kingdom (UK) government’s Illegal Wildlife Trade Challenge Fund (IWT CF) to address three key areas 1) to support economic development and livelihoods 2) community governance and 3) increase of law enforcement capacity and legislative awareness.

3.8 METHODOLOGY

3.8.1 Sampling

The surveys were conducted over a period of five days in four of five villages of the Mangalane community (Mavunguana, Constine, Ndindiza and Mukakaza). The fifth village, Baptine was excluded for safety reasons due to the ongoing intimidation of the community by criminal syndicates. Participants were randomly requested to voluntarily participate in the survey at the end of a monthly village meeting. A total 119 of 480 household heads participated in the survey representing 25% of the total households of the Mangalane community.

Baptine village did not participate in the study due to socio-political instability amongst community members, threats and intimidation by criminal syndicates. The enumerator was made aware of the sensitivity of issues in the village which the study may unintentionally exacerbate. In addition, heads of householders being persons under the age of 16 years were not allowed to participate in the study as they are regarded as minors according to Mozambican law. The enumerator was cognisant of some of the senilities of the statements made in this study. However, it would be worthwhile investigating the survival strategies of child headed households in rural areas that are negatively impacted by illegal wildlife trade.
3.8.2 Participatory data analysis

The survey was first translated into Xitsonga, which is the local language also spoken by the Tsonga/Shangaan, consisting of 50 statements grouped according to the different hypothesis under the different themes as factors influencing involvement in illegal wildlife trade. All participants were assigned a list of statements and they were required to state whether they agree or strongly disagree with the statement.

The data were collected in two phases on the same day at each village. The participants were required to complete the quantitative survey then later shuffle and distribute the completed forms amongst themselves to assist with quantifying the data on a flip chart and then provide qualitative responses to the findings. This was done to ensure that the information gathered was a true and accurate representation of the participants and that their reasons were captured to represent their real life experience. This method also serves to empower people to analyse data and to own the information they provide.

For phase 1, the rules of the survey were explained to the participants, including the fact that they need not answer questions that they were not comfortable with and that they could stop participating without reason. To account for the low literacy amongst the participants, the survey was conducted in a form of structured interviews. The statements were read out aloud to participants and they were allowed to ask questions for clarity. The respondents were required to respond by placing a dot with a marking pen next to the figure that resonated with their perception. The choice of responses were ranked from strongly agree to strongly disagree depicted by the facial expressions (see annexure 2 below) to account for the low literacy levels amongst participants;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>neutral</th>
<th>disagree</th>
<th>strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>😊😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊</td>
<td>😊😊</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phase 2, was conducted as a participatory data analysis approach where each participant was assigned a completed form. Using a systematic flow, the participants were requested to raise their hands to capture the corresponding response. Each response was captured as an asterisk above the corresponding response to produce a charm as represented below. The respondents were then asked to provide possible reasons to explain the pattern of the chart.
3.9 LIMITATIONS

The approach is time consuming as the enumerator spent about 30 minutes explaining the approach and assisting participants to overcome the fear of holding a pen. This was followed by another 2 hours and 30 minutes to complete the process in each village. However, the participants were enthusiastic about the participatory research and expressed feelings of empowerment having contributed meaningfully to scientific research. There were time limitations due to bad weather as the survey was conducted under a tree because there is no community hall to host participants.

The methodology adopted to capture responses based on people’s perceptions can be useful when developing site based projects to address context specific issues. Perception studies are usually descriptive of social, political and cultural actors. As such, depending on the level of tension on the ground, some areas may be excluded from studies. Perception studies are subjective study may be limited in generalisability of findings. Furthermore, perception studies are often regarded as competing with or intended to discredit local authority. Random sampling may exclude critical respondents which may have been identified if research is conducted through purposive or snowball sampling. Additionally, the study was conducted in a focus group setting of all selected individuals. In such setting, power and gender dynamics are often present and often difficult to negotiate.
3.10 CONCLUSION

Mozambique is a relatively poor country compared to some of its African counterparts. The series of wars in Mozambique have negatively impacted the economy in the country with the most severe impact experienced by the rural poor. The limited service delivery in rural Mozambique has resulted in the majority of the poor being food insecure and this is worsened by unpredictable weather patterns. The Mangalane community is a prime example of the socio-economic challenges experienced by most rural Mozambique communities, including issues such as lack of employment, education and safe drinking water.

The Mangalane community has been working with Sabie Game Park and other NGOs to improve the socio-economic needs in the community to address illegal wildlife trade. While the project shows positive progress, the limited state support has the potential to negatively impact progress made.
CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an analysis of the findings to understand the community’s perception of socio-economic factors that motivate and demotivate involvement in illegal wildlife trade. The questions explored require understanding of community relationships with Sabie Game Park, community perception of conservation policies, park rangers and how they perceive poaching and poachers. A summary of the findings is later provided in an attempt to outline the factors that influence human behaviour and interpretation of events in their community.

4.2 POOR PEOPLE POACH
Figure 2 below shows that approximately 91% of the respondents strongly agree that they hunt bush meat to feed their families, 7% agree, 3 % are neutral while no respondent disagrees with this statement. This supports literature that subsistence hunting is common practice amongst poor communities residing adjacent to parks (Biggs et al., 2016). However, the community argued that the establishment of Sabie Game Park redefined natural resources and how wildlife is utilised. Householders who participate in subsistence hunting, mainly antelopes, are denied access. The respondents suggested that the fence represents the extent of wildlife ownership; accordingly, wildlife outside the fence should be owned by the community or returned to the park. On the contrary, some members of the community argued that wildlife was almost depleted because of the civil war. Wildlife numbers have increased because of Sabie Game Park, but most of the wildlife is a threat to community livelihoods – for instance, disease from buffaloes affecting livestock and animals, such as lions and elephants, causing damage.
Quantitatively, figure 3 depicts that 66% of the respondents strongly agree that people engage in bush meat hunting activities when they run out of food. Approximately 13% also agree, 13% remained neutral, 3% disagreed and only 6% strongly disagreed. During the feedback session, the respondents suggested that hunting for food is a common practice. However, not all the meat is consumed by the household as they do not have storage facilities. Some of the meat is sold to neighbouring communities and towns such as Magude and Maputo. Some hunt birds such as vultures which are sold in South Africa on the muthi (traditional medicine) market. Some women argued that their male children are recruited to participate in rhino hunting where most of them are killed. The young men hunt rhinos to make more money because they aspire to become wealthy like their recruiters. In addition, they hunt rhinos to make more money to pay lobola (bride price), and be allocated land with his new family. In recent years, the involvement in hunting has declined as Sabie Game Park has established a food distribution programme to support household protein needs, while other households substitute income with remittances and tuck shops, and livestock sales. But the respondents also suggested that they would like to be granted permission to hunt inside Sabie Game Park. The community also received income of 20% of what Sabie Game Park paid for hunting licences to the Mozambique government. However, the 20% revenue is insufficient once shared amongst the households.
Figure 2: Poor people hunt for bush meat to feed their families

Figure 3: Illustrates whether people only hunt bush meat when they run out of food

Figure 4 illustrates that 47% strongly agree, 3% agreed, 34% are neutral and 16% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents argued that lack of money is not the only factor motivating engagement in hunting as mentioned above as some households have stronger livelihood bases that are not dependent on income. In addition, hunting is dependent on the purpose of the hunting, either to earn more income through selling or hunting for household needs. Additionally, some households engage in hunting regardless of the amount of money available to them hence the purpose for hunting is best described at household level rather than community level.
Figure 4: Illustrates whether people hunt for bush meat when food runs out

Figure 5 shows that 63% strongly agreed, about 16% agreed, 13% are neutral, 3% disagreed and 6% strongly disagreed. During the feedback session, the respondents suggested that even though household survival strategies vary, most of them are dependent on access to water, or a well-functioning ecosystem. As such, the drought destroyed livestock and crops which are very important assets to the community. Hunting during the drought period was mainly for household consumption but it was very high risk since the park is worried about rhino poachers. In addition, there was no standard agreement to either allow the community to hunt, or to provide more water for the community to continue with their own agricultural practice. In addition, due to political reasons the Mozambique government is no longer providing food aid to the community. Moreover, the women in the community are involved in charcoal trade to increase income. However, even this activity is becoming more demanding as the buyers in Maputo are offering less and less money for each charcoal bag. Consequently households need to harvest more trees which are causing a decline in the desired plant species. The respondents argued that even if people had access to income, there is low service delivery and travelling to their nearest town is an onerous task.
Figure 5: Sows whether people hunted bush meat more during the recent drought

According to figure 6 below shows that an estimated 31% strongly agree, 9% agreed, 34% are neutral, 3% disagreed and 22% strongly disagreed. Figure 6 does not clearly illustrate whether people with less or more money are more involved in hunting. During the community feedback session, the respondents suggested that hunting practice is dependent on the purpose for hunting. Poor households hunt more meat when household food supply is threatened. On the contrary, commercial rhino hunters hunt throughout the year. These hunters are better resourced with equipment to navigate the terrain and avoid being caught by park rangers. However, commercial hunters are not from the community, although they ask for information from the community. The respondents suggested that those who are informants for outsiders are all putting the whole community at a safety risk, considering that they just came out of a war. The respondents believe that developing trust is important to the community, because commercial rhino hunters negatively affect relationships with the park, and with neighbouring communities. This is because Mangalane community became primary suspects after poaching incidences and leaders from neighbouring communities are addressing poachers from their own ranks.
Figure 6: Shows whether people with less money who are involved in hunting

Figure 7 below shows that about 63% strongly agree that people hunt rhinos to make more money, 9% agree, 16% are neutral and 13% strongly disagree. In the feedback session, the respondents stated that poachers are not from the Mangalane community, although they request information from people in the community. The respondents are aware that some of the people in the community are being paid to supply information to the park and poachers. During droughts, it is more beneficial to provide information to poachers than to participate in subsistence hunting. The rhino has no direct use for the community; the respondents stated that rhinos do not provide many benefits to the community. Rhinos benefit a few households who supply accommodation, food and those that retain income from poaching syndicates. Nonetheless, in reference to the high cost of helicopters, aeroplanes, vehicles and staff to protect rhinos which costs about $76 000 per month, the community is curious as to why, Sabie Game Park is willing to invest so much money in security to protect rhinos, rather than developing the community, especially during a drought. On the other hand, rhino hunters are willing to risk their lives to gain possession of rhino horn. According to the respondents, the community is being deprived of the true value of the rhino horn.
According to figure 8 below, about 63% strongly agree, 9% agree, 16% remained neutral, 3% disagree and 9% strongly disagreed. During the feedback session, respondents argued that people in the community are struggling to survive because there is no employment, families are becoming larger and weather is increasingly becoming unreliable. Although food aid is very useful, it takes away the dignity of men being providers for their families. Men wish to be afforded opportunities to earn their living and prove to their elders that they are valuable members of the community such as the Food for Work Programme initiated by WWF South Africa and Sabie Game Park. Young men are no longer visionaries because there are limited opportunities for them to progress in life. Women in South Africa are more successful than men in Mozambique. Hunger is a big challenge in the community and influences many decisions that people make in order to survive.
Figure 8: illustrates whether poor people poach bush meat when they are hungry

Figure 9 below shows that approximately 47% strongly agree, 16% agree, 6% are neutral and 31% strongly disagree. The community is divided as to who is responsible for stopping poaching as 63% agree and 31% strongly disagree. The respondents suggested that rhino poaching is a concern of Sabie Game Park and Kruger National Park since the animals are on their property. Since the park does not respond to wildlife problems on community land, similarly, when the rhinos are inside the park, they are the responsibility of the park. On the other hand, the community believes it needs to be involved in stopping poaching because this activity is linked to other lawless behaviour in the community such as alcoholism, human mutilation, cattle theft and increased fear. However, both the community and the park need to agree on how this will be done to help one another. At this stage, it seems the park needs information from the community, but the community is not adequately compensated for losses caused by animals, even though rhinos are not responsible.
Figure 9: Shows whether people think it is the community’s responsibility to stop poachers.

Figure 10 illustrates that about 13% of the respondents strongly agree that rhino poaching is a good thing while 3% agree, 6% remained neutral, 6% disagree and 53% strongly disagree that poaching is a good thing. Although wildlife governance has changed with new ownership, poaching remains unacceptable especially because it is being done by outsiders. The respondents argued that the community is not benefiting from poaching, but they are bearing the costs of poachers navigating through their community. In addition, poachers are negatively influencing young men in the community to become involved in illegal activity. There is a growing perception that a man should die in a struggle fighting to support his family, hence being killed during a poaching incident is perceived as honourable. The respondents added that poaching is a crime defined by Sabie Game Park which is not equally shared by the community. The community is struggling with crimes such as cattle theft and human mutilation linked to rhino poaching, but Sabie Game Park is not willing to assist. Equally, the community is not willing to assist with rhino poaching crimes. The respondents called for the need to engage with Sabie Game Park about issues affecting both parties and not only matters that affect the park.
**Figure 10:** Illustrates whether people think poor people are of the opinion that poaching rhinos is a good thing

### 4.3 SUB-CONCLUSION

Income related poverty and vulnerable livelihoods are motivating factors for people to become involved in illegal wildlife trade related activities such as poaching, providing information, assisting with recruitment of poachers, to mention but a few. Poaching of rhinos is recognised by the community as unacceptable as it perpetuates other criminal activities such as cattle theft, human trafficking and body mutilation (knee caps for *muthi* trade) and lawlessness, such as alcoholism and prostitution. The community stated that the benefits from rhino poaching are not equally shared in the community, while the whole community has to bear the costs of crime and lawlessness. Rhino poaching is identified as negatively impacting on the relationship between Sabie Game Park and the Mangalane community, as well as other neighbouring communities where they suspect poachers come from. Irrespective of the high risk of rhino poaching, ‘honourable death’ perceptions have become associated with rhino poaching amongst young men with growing pressure to acquire status and provide for their families. In addition, the community feels excluded from the perceived economic benefits of rhino horn and other natural resource use rights. Fundamentally, the community calls for transparent engagement with Sabie Game Park to recognise that the community is also negatively affected by rhino poaching. Rhino poaching crimes affect the community before they impact rhinos in the park – both deserve equal recognition for their seriousness.
4.4 Poor people like poachers?

Figure 11 shows that approximately 28% of the respondents strongly agree that rhino poachers are good people, 6% agree, about 12% remained neutral, while 3% disagree and 50% strongly disagree. Fewer respondents perceive poachers as bad people (34%) compared to (53%). During the feedback session, the respondents argued that the community is not inclined to label people as criminals and in this case ‘poachers’. According to the respondents, a ‘poacher’ is a foreign term that is designed to keep local people from accessing resources that they once owned and hence the term ‘poacher’ is not recognised as soon the whole community will be labelled as a ‘poaching community’. Such negative labelling and shaming have negative impacts when attempting to reintegrate people into society. Negative labelling is isolating and perpetuates the formation of lawless gangs that disrupt social order. Moreover, the ‘poacher’ strips the individual of his identity as a useful member of society in the role of a husband, father, brother and friend and makes it seem justified for them to be killed because they are without identity. Fundamentally, ‘poachers’ are taking what rightfully belongs to the community which was stolen from them. The contradictory ‘poacher’ label is associated with poor people and there has been no labelling of people who stole land from communities to establish their conservation businesses. While scholars have commonly used the Robin Hood analogy to describe ‘poachers’, the Mangalane community analogy strongly relates to a 17th century English poem *Stealing the Common from the Goose* which refers to the injustice of fencing common land for private property (Walljasper, 2013).
Figure 11: Shows whether people think rhino poachers are good people

Figure 12 below shows that 9% of the respondents strongly agree that poachers help them in the community, 6% agree, 21% are neutral, 3% disagree and 59% strongly disagree. Most of the respondents (62%) say that poachers are not helpful in the community, compared to 15% who agree. In the feedback session, the respondents emphasised that poachers are not from their community and hence not obligated to assist the community in anyway. Poachers also have access to income to establish local shops and shebeens creating small businesses. The poachers in the community are well resourced people with cars who assist with transport to hospitals, travelling to town to buy food or look for employment. Poachers also assist with short term loans to households who need financial assistance. Some of the respondents suggested that although they may be helpful to some people, they attract crime and lawlessness and hence their actions are unacceptable. The community’s privacy is invaded by surveillance and subjected to occasional home invasions by park rangers looking for poachers and rhino horns. The costs of accepting assistance from poachers are too high compared to the benefits which are usually available at household level. Access to money and weapons gives the poacher’s power over traditional authority and undermines local systems. Poachers will potentially undermine any form of development in the community that threatens their status quo and relieves the community from depending on them. The community is concerned that starting a wildlife business would result in poachers stealing from them as well.
Figure 12: Shows whether rhino poachers help people in the community

Figure 13 depicts that about 22% strongly agreed, 6% agree, 9% are neutral, 3% disagree and 56% strongly disagreed. The majority (59%) say that income from poaching is not shared with the community compared to 28% who agree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that poachers keep all the income with their families while the community experiences the high cost of living with poachers when subjected to security invasions. The acceptance of money from poachers perpetuates social division in the moral structure created by the civil war. Poachers target influential people with power to negotiate their acceptance in the community and instigate social division to create distractions from their deeds. Poachers instigate fear in the community due to their access to money and weapons, thus being able to capture leadership thereby exacerbating fear in a community that was traumatised by the civil war, resettlement and now poaching.
Figure 13: Illustrates whether poachers share their money with the community

According to figure 14, approximately 19% strongly agreed, 16% agree, 16% are neutral and 31% strongly disagree. There is no clear distinction whether the community believes poaching is good for their future or not. During the feedback sessions, the respondents argued that poaching is illegal to those who created fences around common goods. As a result, the community is struggling to survive because important water points have been enclosed inside Sabie Game Park. The community has more immediate needs such as access to water and to secure land tenureship. Without land security, the community cannot plan a future. Poaching is an activity that some people participate in to survive the present day. However, poaching does not support the whole community and is mainly done by people from neighbouring communities. The lack of governance nullifies the idea of the community having a future as everyone is trying to grab what they can while they can. Additionally, the risk of poaching is too high for those who are concerned about the future.
According to figure 15, about 22% strongly agree, 19% agree, 13% are neutral, 3% disagree and 44% strongly disagree. Respondents stated that poachers are usually skilled and influential people in the community and target young men from more desperate households. Poachers are thus a selective group with resources who make money for themselves. It makes sense because poachers are the only ones who risk being arrested or killed in the park. As a result, the gains cannot be shared with the community.

Figure 14: Shows people’s perception whether poaching is good for the community’s future.
Figure 15: Illustrates whether poachers help the community with food

Figure 16 shows that about 19% strongly agree, 13% agree, 13% are neutral and 56% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that poachers are useful to their own household and to their immediate family and friends. There is no agreement with community leadership to have a group of community poachers who will then have to share their time and resources with the community. Their roles are not recognised by traditional authority and neither can they make it explicit that they are poachers. Helping the sick is the role of traditional healers and nurses at the clinic. However, the poachers have assisted some people by transporting them to hospitals as the clinics could not assist. Poachers have access to vehicles and also provide financial loans to help transport people to obtain medical assistance in Moamba town located about two hours and thirty minutes’ drive away from the village.
Figure 16 shows whether poachers help the people in the community when they are ill.

Figure 17 shows that about 25% strongly agree, 13% agree, 15% are neutral and 47% strongly disagree. The respondents at the feedback session stated that poachers are not bad people; they are usually young men who lack opportunities to utilise their capacity constructively. As young men, they are highly capable to do good for themselves and other people. The community does not recognise them as poachers, but as useful members of the society who need to be corrected. However, the criminal syndicates make it difficult for elders to rehabilitate the men who have been recruited. The term poacher carries a negative connotation and renders them invaluable and useless to the community. The labelling of people as poachers has further negative impacts as the individuals feel useless and unwanted. Instead of these young men coming back to the community and showing remorse, they opt to stay with criminal syndicates where they are provided with financial and social security.
According to figure 18, an estimated 47% strongly agree, 25% agree, 9% are neutral, 3% disagree and 16% strongly disagree. About 72% agree that people poach rhinos less than before compared to 19% that disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that the reduction in rhino poaching is as a result of several reasons. Collectively, the community is receiving income and meat from wildlife that is equitably shared. This contributed to the community perceiving this as a first step towards allocating natural resource use rights to the community. The village police programme is also aimed at keeping young men busy and assisting them to obtain positive status in their community. Having 21 young men participating in the aforementioned programme means 21 young men who are not desperate to become involved in illegal activities.
Figure 18: Shows whether people poach rhinos less than before

Figure 19 shows that about 19% strongly agree, 16% are neutral and 53% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that rhino poaching benefits some people economically through exchange of money, business, transport, etc., – poaching does more bad than good. Rhino poaching attracts criminal syndicates to the community who are linked to human trafficking, human mutilation for *muthi* (which craft) to give them strength, cattle theft and lawlessness such as alcoholism and prostitution. Young men also idolise poachers as role models and aspire to acquire similar material goods through rhino poaching. However, there is growing speculation in the community that there is high value in rhino horn and that the community is being excluded from it. The respondents argued that there is high investment by game parks reserves to protect rhinos and criminal syndicates are willing to risk their lives to acquire the rhino horn. Additionally, the challenges in question are a result of the presence of rhinos. If they were removed, community safety may improve, but criminal syndicates might find another animal to poach.
Figure 19: Shows whether people perceive rhino poaching as a good thing

4.5 SUB-CONCLUSION

The results above show that rhino poaching is unacceptable in the community. The community is concerned that rhino poaching attracts lawlessness and undermines community safety and security. While game reserves are often concerned with rhino carcasses, the community advocates for investigation on how rural communities such as Mangalane are negatively affected by the criminal syndicates. Additionally, criminal syndicates prey on young men who lack development opportunities and are enticed to acquire status and power in the community by means of their material wealth. Similarly, young women are attracted to more financially secure men who are usually poachers. While some argue that the resources inside the game park were once common goods and the term poaching is not recognised in the community, poaching is a form of theft and is unacceptable in the community. Fundamentally, there are issues related to land use and natural resource ownership that need to be addressed. To some degree, certain members of the community are passive recipients of poaching benefits as a livelihood strategy.
4.6 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS: POOR PEOPLE DETEST WILDLIFE

Figure 20 shows below that approximately 72% strongly agree, 13% agree and 16% strongly disagree. About 85% of the respondents agree that they like wildlife compared to 16% who do not. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that they have lived with wildlife for many generations. However, during the civil war, hunting became a common practice in the community as people were no longer able to farm crops or cattle. Due to lack of hunting governance, wildlife became difficult to find and they started hunting on a larger scale close to the fence of the Kruger National Park. However, not all animals were hunted as traditional laws only permitted hunting of species that people were able to consume. The few who do not like the wildlife in the park argued that the risks of living with wildlife are high as predators kill their livestock and also people, buffalos bring disease and elephants destroy their homes. There is no compensation for damage and deaths caused by wildlife that is now owned by Sabie Game Park. As the legal owner and hunter, Sabie Game Park must take responsibility in order to improve community attitudes towards wildlife.

![Figure 20: Shows whether people like the animals inside Sabie Game Park](image)

Figure 21 illustrates that 31% strongly agree, 3% agree, 38% are neutral and 25% strongly disagree. The responses are not clear as 34% suggested that some animals must be removed, 38% were neutral and 28% disagree. Those who agree argued that human/wildlife conflict is a big problem for the community. The park is very slow to respond to the need of removing...
surplus buffalos that are escaping from the park into the community; these results in the spreading of disease which kills cattle and destroys crops. There are a number of problem animals including elephants, cheetah and lions that devour livestock and destroy crops. There are also rhinos that attract criminal syndicates. Those who strongly disagree suggest that there is a lot of money to be made from wildlife. However, at the moment, little money comes to the community and that at a very slow rate. Once there are more stable benefits from wildlife and costs are reduced by Sabie Game Park fixing their fence, then people would be more willing to live with wildlife. Moreover, the community must also have rights to hunt wildlife and not only wait for handouts from Sabie Game Park.

Figure 21: Shows whether people think some animals must be removed from Sabie Game Park

Figure 22 shows that about 72% strongly agree, 9% agree, 16% are neutral and 9% strongly disagree. Figure 23 shows that the respondents strongly agree that they like wildlife as long as they remain behind the fence. The respondents advocate for human/wildlife conflict to be reduced as wildlife is threatening their livelihoods. The compensation for losses is not determined by the community who would have been the deciders of how much they would be willing to sell their livestock for. The community is suffering from a double loss; the animal is no longer able to produce and cannot be sold at a fair and desirable price. In addition, one cannot put a price on human life that has been lost as a result of wildlife. Sabie Game Park must improve the quality of their fences and reduce the number of animals they have.
According to figure 23 below, about 78% of the respondents strongly agree, 3% are neutral and 3% strongly disagree. According to the respondents, there is a compensation received for losses and damage caused by wildlife, but there is no clear system that the community and the Sabie Game Park have agreed on. As such, the community is compensated according to what the Sabie Game Park thinks is suitable which the respondents argue is not always fair. Thus it would be best to co-develop a compensation plan that will work for the community and Sabie Game Park. The respondents further questioned how human life would be compensated for and how to add value to a human life. The main hindrance to develop a compensation scheme is the fact that the owner of Sabie Game Park is not willing to meet with the community and undermines the community’s governance system.

Figure 22: Illustrates whether people like the wildlife as long as they stay behind the fence

According to figure 23 below, about 78% of the respondents strongly agree, 3% are neutral and 3% strongly disagree. According to the respondents, there is a compensation received for losses and damage caused by wildlife, but there is no clear system that the community and the Sabie Game Park have agreed on. As such, the community is compensated according to what the Sabie Game Park thinks is suitable which the respondents argue is not always fair. Thus it would be best to co-develop a compensation plan that will work for the community and Sabie Game Park. The respondents further questioned how human life would be compensated for and how to add value to a human life. The main hindrance to develop a compensation scheme is the fact that the owner of Sabie Game Park is not willing to meet with the community and undermines the community’s governance system.
Figure 23: Depicts whether people like wildlife if they are compensated for loss and damage caused

Figure 24 shows that about 78% strongly agree, 9% agree and 1% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents expressed the opinion that they would like to find ways to generate income from wildlife. However, they are not strongly convinced that wildlife economy is suitable for them because human/wildlife conflict is a problem. Moreover, the current income from wildlife that the community receives is not enough to support their basic livelihoods unless there is a clear plan of how human/wildlife conflict will be managed based on a participatory agreement between Sabie Game Park’s owner and the community.
Figure 24: Shows whether people like wildlife more if they could make money

According to figure 25 below, approximately 31% strongly agree, 13% agree, 19% are neutral and 19% strongly disagree. About 44% of the respondents stated that they would like to own wildlife in the same way they own cattle. This means that they get to decide how many they can sell and the amount of profit made. However, they are more interested in plain game such as antelopes. The respondents who disagreed to having more wildlife argued that that would require high investment for matters such as fencing, rangers and disease management. Moreover, each household would not be able to farm its own wildlife and there exists a potential for conflict with regards to how the money would be shared.

Figure 25: Illustrated whether people would like wildlife more if you could own them like cattle
According to figure 26 below, about 25% strongly agree, 9% agree, 28% are neutral, 3% agree and 34% strongly disagree. It is not absolutely clear whether the community sells the meat they hunt. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that people hunt only what they can consume because they are unable to store meat for a long period. Hence, some people sell some of their meat to purchase non-perishable goods such as maize meal and legumes. Although meat is very important to the community, it is mainly consumed during ceremonial gatherings such as weddings, funerals and other traditional celebrations. The meat is sold to other people in the Mangalane village, as well as to neighbouring villages. Selling meat in town is not easy because of the distance involved and the community does not have access to regular and reliable public transport.

![Bar chart showing respondents' perceptions](https://scholar.sun.ac.za)

**Figure 26: Shows whether people in the community sell the meat they hunt**

Figure 27 below demonstrates that about 28% strongly agree, 13% agree, 34% are neutral and 35% strongly disagree. About 41% of the respondents agree that the benefits received from wildlife exceed the cost. However, 35% strongly disagree while 35% say it is not clear. The respondents argue that the benefits in the form of money are being received by all registered members of the community, but the costs are not equally shared by all members. The benefits are currently insufficient to meet household needs, and livelihood losses are far worse. No clear compensation strategy regarding losses has been agreed to with Sabie Game Park. A price cannot be placed on human lives lost in the community. Additionally, Sabie Game
Park’s wildlife business must not negatively affect the community’s subsistence farming. If the park wishes the community to protect wildlife, then it must ensure that the community members and their assets are protected.

According to figure 28, about 28% strongly agree, 19% agree, 25% are neutral and 28% strongly disagree. There is no clear decision on whether the community should allocate space to start a wildlife farm. About 47% agree while 28% strongly disagree. At the feedback session, the respondents stated that they would like to make more money from wildlife, but they are concerned that rural people are constantly being moved around to make way for new development. Government and the private sector are failing to keep their promise after resettlement and these results in unwanted conflict. Moreover, development is never done with the view to uplift the local communities. Similarly, huge pipes are being laid from Corumane dam to direct water to Maputo without supplying piped water for communities living closer to the dam. The community fears that it will lose its land to wildlife and other developments. Additionally, the respondents argued that game reserves are modern forms of colonialism where local communities are restricted with regard to the use of resources and to where they are allowed or not allowed to go. Establishing a community game farm would result in the perpetuation of modern colonialism under the pseudonym of conservation and economic development.
Figure 28: Shows whether the community need to be allocated land to farm wildlife

4.7 SUB-CONCLUSION

The results above show that the community likes wildlife. However, they have low tolerance because of the high human/wildlife conflict with little, inconsistent or no compensation. The community argues that there needs to be improved security for its members and livelihood assets while attempting to save wildlife. The community is only interested in plain game as they are a low risk, but there is concern that the wildlife economy requires high investment, including security. They recognise the potential to increase income from wildlife by allocating more land; however, there is higher risk that development will not be in the interest of the community. Moreover, the community does not believe that they will be allocated wildlife use rights, thus further restricting the ability to earn income. Without a secured title deed and legal support, the community is at risk of resettlement without compensation and loss of livelihood assets. More importantly, the community views the extension of wildlife farming as a modern form of colonialism where they are being enticed to freely allocate land to which they will lose access through stipulated regulations and policies for conservation and economic development.
4.8 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS: POOR PEOPLE DETEST THE PARK AND POLICIES

Figure 29 suggests that about 34% strongly agree, 22% agree, 19% are neutral and 25% strongly disagree. About 56% of the respondents agree that the park policies are satisfactory compared to 25% who strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that the rules of Sabie Game Park are good as they aim to protect wildlife from criminals. However, there is a need for the community to also be able to access some important areas inside the park such as water and cultural burial sites. There was an agreement between the community leaders and the owner of Sabie Game Park that there will be a plan for the community to gain access, but this has not materialised. Instead, Sabie Game Park has become more colonialist in practice where there are restrictions on local community access; people no longer have the right to hunt and people are arrested for ‘poaching’ similar to colonial times. The park has stripped the community of community goods such as water and wildlife. In addition, the rules are good for keeping people outside the park, but not good for ensuring the wild animals stay inside the park. Moreover, the policies are designed to be enjoyed by non-Mozambicans, and this includes employment opportunities. The respondents stated that they are willing to support the protection of wildlife, but they would also like an opportunity to enjoy the wildlife which they are helping to conserve.

Figure 29: Shows whether people think the rules regarding access to Sabie Game Park are satisfactory
Figure 30 shows that an estimated 84% strongly agree, 3% agree, 3% are neutral and 9% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents indicated that the park managers are good people who are trying their best to protect the wildlife. The community has witnessed an increase in wildlife numbers since the establishment of Sabie Game Park. Most of the wildlife had been hunted for subsistence use during the civil war. There are some challenges when they interact with the community, especially in how they address community leadership. According to the respondents, park leaders have a tendency to undermine the community Chief with regards to his request for meetings. Other challenges include the biased implementation of park rules with regards to poaching. The respondents expressed the opinion that it is not clear who is arrested and detained, and repeat offenders are continuously released back into the community without having to stand trial. The wavering implementation of rules is creating conflict among community members.

![Graph showing survey results](https://scholar.sun.ac.za)

**Figure 30: Do you think the managers of the park are satisfactory?**

Figure 31 shows that about 44% strongly agree, 3% agree, 16% are neutral and 31% strongly disagree. Figure 31 shows that there is no consensus that the park managers are helpful to the community. It is not clear whether the park managers are helpful in the community as 47% think they are helpful compared to 36% who disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that park managers assist the community with the construction of water boreholes, schools and clinics, as agreed during resettlement. The park managers have introduced the community to the CBNRM project which has been helping the community. Through the project, some people, such as the village police, receive employment to earn
income for their different households. On the contrary, some of the respondents argue that the park leaders do not keep their promises such as those made during the resettlements of people to establish Sabie Game Park. Many households have not received the infrastructure that was promised by the park and there has been no follow up with the community to explain why this has not happened. The community feels betrayed by the park managers who are not willing to attend meetings organised by the community. If the park managers were more willing to communicate with the community, people would be more understanding towards the problems the park may be experiencing. The respondents argued that this may be the main reason why people are not willing to support anti-poaching efforts. The respondents stated that the community cannot be loyal to a partner who is dishonest.

![Graph showing respondents' perception on whether park managers are helpful in the community]

**Figure 31:** Illustrates whether people think park managers are helpful in the community

According to figure 32, about 47% strongly agree, 9% agree, 22% are neutral, 3% disagree and 19% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents indicated that they are not resentful of the fact that the park is on their land. The respondents who strongly agree suggested that the park has done a good job in managing the land and wildlife. However, it must always be clear that by law Sabie Game Park is not the owner of the land; the traditional authority still has rights over the land. However, there needs to be an agreement with the park to share the land with the community by allocating rights to access the park for important cultural purposes. Being able to enjoy the park will provide the community with a stronger reason to want to protect the park and wildlife.
According to figure 33 below, approximately 78% strongly agree, 6% agree, 9% are neutral and 6% strongly disagree. During the feedback session the respondents stated that the park has opened an opportunity for the community to receive benefits from wildlife. Even though the money is very little and the meat is not provided often, the community is happy to receive some reward for their effort. However, the park must bear in mind that it is not just about the meat and the money. The community also wishes to be granted rights to hunt for themselves and make their own money. Also they wish to meet with the owner of Sabie Game Park to discuss their concerns about human/wildlife conflict. Receiving handouts such as food undermines men’s role in the household as providers and protectors of their families. Men wish to secure employment opportunities to earn an income. The men in the villages are losing their dignity because they are being treated in the same way as women, and as a result, social structures are being fragmented and men are becoming more desperate to provide. Young men are pursuing the same trend during desperate times to support their families.
Figure 33: Shows whether people approve that the park gives the community meat and money

According to figure 34, an estimated 31% strongly agree, 13% agree, 9% are neutral and 47% strongly disagree. There is no clear division amongst the respondents as 44% agree and 47% strongly disagree that they are satisfied with the park owner’s interaction with the community. During the feedback session, the respondents argued that the park owner needs to be more visible in the community to discuss important matters that negatively impact the community, including human/wildlife conflict and unfulfilled resettlement promises. In addition, the community feels undermined by the park owner who sends a representative in the form of a park manager to speak with the Chief. The Chief is the supreme body representing the community and hence, the park owner must attend meetings requested by the Chief and should recognise him as his equal. The Chief also needs to be included in the park’s decision-making processes because some of the rules that are designed by the park also affect the subjects of the Chief. According to the respondents, the park managers are subordinate to the Chief but seem to exercise authority over the Chief as to how poaching issues should be addressed. The park owner and the managers do not recognise the role of the community in addressing illegal wildlife trade or involvement in conservation decision-making processes.
Figure 34: Illustrates whether people satisfied with the park owner’s interaction with the community

According to figure 35, about 16% strongly agree, 9% agree, 9% are neutral, 3% disagree and 63% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that the park only responds to matters affecting the animals and interests of the park. Issues affecting the community such as cattle theft, human trafficking and damage caused by animals are not interests of park managers. The respondents suggested that they do not feel that the park managers wish to see them develop but only aim to keep them as dependents. If the park leaders care about the community, they must invest more in the people to become independent to be able to support their families. When the community has problems with cattle theft, the park does not respond in the same way as when a suspected poacher is reported. The park leaders do not understand that the community also wishes to feel that their safety and security are a priority of the park managers. The park managers need to be reminded that poaching is a problem and that the community is also a victim of poaching as they are caught up in the middle, between anti-poaching demands from the park and lawless wildlife trafficking syndicates.
Figure 35: Shows whether people think that park managers care about the community

Figure 36 shows that about 22% strongly agree, 25% agree, 13% are neutral and 41% strongly disagree. There is no clear consensus that the community approves of park policies. There is no clear distinction whether park rules are good for the community as 47% agree and 41% strongly disagree. The respondents agreed that the park is making good progress towards protecting wildlife. While the wildlife increases, the park is neglecting to create policies to manage human/wildlife conflict. This shows that the park policies are concerned solely about animal welfare and not about the community and its development. The park responds to the needs of the community only when they want support with regard to high poaching incidences. The park is not willing to invest in keeping the community safe from wildlife and hence the community does not see the need to keep wildlife safe from people. The community does not feel it is a valued partner by the park as they are not involved in any decision-making process or consulted about what conservation means to the community. According to the respondents, the biggest challenge with regard to the park rules is that the community is denied access to natural resources inside the park. These rules are similar to those of colonialists where boundaries were created and rules set out to further impoverish the rural communities.
According to figure, about 37 strongly agree, 21% agree, 9% are neutral, 3% agree and 19% strongly disagree. About 68% of the respondents agree that the park is important while 19% disagree. The respondents stated that the community recognises that economic development opportunities associated with the park, such as employment and the positive increase in wildlife numbers, are to their advantage. Even though the park is making a positive impact on wildlife numbers, the community does not experience the intrinsic value as they are not allowed, or afforded the rights to enjoy the presence of wildlife. Additionally, employment opportunities are reserved for foreigners from South Africa and Zimbabwe. The community may not have the skills and education required to successfully fill all the roles inside the park, but the park is not investing in the community to be able to do the work.
According to figure 38, approximately 38% strongly agree, 13% agree, 25% are neutral, 6% disagree and 21% strongly disagree. About 51% of the respondents agree and 27% disagree.

During the feedback session, the respondents alluded to the fact that the park has made efforts in the past few years to build the skill of people in the community to be able to lead their own future through the CBNRM project. The community has received money, but has been unable to share it equitably – they keep hearing that the money is missing from bank accounts. According to the respondents, the people are given an opportunity to manage their own money, but they are failing to govern themselves. The respondents acknowledge that the park is trying, but the people need to also learn to be trustworthy because they are ruining the reputation of the community and other poor communities who are in dire need of similar development opportunities. The respondents added that the park has done more for the community than the government did in the past few years. However, this does not eliminate the fact that the owner of the park needs to meet with the community to address human/wildlife conflict issues.
Figure 38: Shows whether people think that the park contributes to community development

Figure 39 suggest an estimated 63% strongly agree, 22% agree, 6% are neutral and 9% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that the fence is a good barrier to keep predators and problem wildlife away from the community. The fence is also effective in keeping poachers away from wildlife, but the park needs to invest in upgrading the fence that has been damaged or corroded. This results in wildlife escaping and subsequently threatening livestock and human lives. Additionally, Sabie Game Park needs to communicate with the community to agree on a satisfactory and consistent compensation scheme for damage and losses caused by wildlife.
Figure 39: Illustrates whether people like the fence around Sabie Game Park

Figure 40 below shows that about 22% strongly agree, 19% agree, 13% are neutral, 3% disagree and 44% strongly disagree. There is a halfway split as 41% agree that the relationship with Sabie Game Park’s owner is satisfactory while 44% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that the Sabie Game Park owner needs to meet with Chief Mangalane to address the challenges related to human/wildlife conflict and the rights for the use of natural resources. Additionally, the community is also a victim of crime caused by poachers and both parties need to work together to draft a plan on how to counter this. Moreover, Sabie Game Park needs to acknowledge that poachers are attracted by rhinos and elephants. These animals need to be removed to improve relationships.
Figure 40: Illustrates whether people think the community’s relationship with Sabie Game Park’s owner is satisfactory

4.9 SUB-CONCLUSION

The community recognises the positive impacts of Sabie Game Park with regards to wildlife conservation. Notably, wildlife numbers have increased in contrast to the situation during the civil war when they were almost non-existent as there was no governance. The community also agrees that Sabie Game Park has done a good job with managing biodiversity and that park managers are doing their best to improve the quality of the environment. However, the challenge is that the rules that have been created do not have a positive impact on the community. The community no longer has the right to hunt, and has no access to water, cultural and burial sites. These restricting rules are described by the community as a modern form of colonialism negatively impacting on the community’s willingness to support anti-poaching operations. These ‘colonial’ policies and regulations are enforced on the community and are not communicated to ensure common understanding. Similarly, Sabie Game Park must recognise that the community is also negatively affected by criminal syndicates and they need to work together to develop plans to create safer communities for safer wildlife. However, human/wildlife conflict is also a huge challenge for the community as they feel that the park does not efficiently address damage caused by wildlife in the community. In addition, compensation for damage and losses are slow in forthcoming and not satisfactory for the respective complainant. These are issues that need to be discussed with the owner of
Sabie Game Park. However, he is never present to engage with the community or community Chief to address challenges.

4.10 FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS: POOR PEOPLE DETEST PARK RANGERS

Figure 41 shows that about 21% strongly agree, 24% agree, 9% are neutral and 46% strongly disagree. There is a split among the respondents as 45% agree and 46% disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents argued that the community is experiencing high crime since the rhino poaching issue became a problem. The respondents assume that the poachers are also responsible for cattle theft and human mutilation problems. However, the park rangers do not respond to safety and security issues relating to the community, but are only responsible for protecting wildlife. The respondents acknowledge that the role of community safety should be addressed with government law enforcement, but the community does not trust the officials and the area is inaccessible. The community recognises the rangers in the park as their first point of contact for illegal activity, but the response is often delayed compared to when they report wildlife crimes. Those who agree that rangers protect the community stated that they have been receiving assistance from park rangers, including the removal of buffalos from their crops and transport which is beyond obligation
Figure 41: Illustrates whether people think park rangers protect the community

According to figure 42, about 53% strongly agree, 9% agree, 9% are neutral and 28% strongly disagree. About 62% of the respondents support the work of park rangers, while 28% strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that they support the park rangers in apprehending the suspected poachers because they are also affected by crime and criminal syndicates in the community. However, the community does not feel that there is a safe anonymous platform for them where they can report criminals. Those who report criminals are known in the community and are at risk of being intimidated by the criminal syndicates. Those who do not support the park rangers argue that the park rangers do not respond when the community complains about crimes they experience. The rangers expect help from the community, but are not willing to support the community and the respondents suggested that what is good for wildlife must also be good for members of the community.
Figure 42: Shows whether people think that the community supports work done by park rangers

According to figure 43, about 34% strongly agree, 13% agree, 22% are neutral and 31% strongly disagree. An estimated 47% agree compared to 31% who strongly disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that there were many times that the rangers had falsely accused innocent members of the community of being poachers. In most cases, the rangers use force to address issues rather than attempting to talk to the people and investigate the matters properly. The rangers invade people’s homes without permission and the people feel that they are being disrespected and that their human rights are being undermined. The rangers do not recognise or acknowledge community processes and the role of the community leadership in such matters. Others say the authorities are not informed about home raids and subsequently they feel that they are being abused by the rangers. According to the respondents, such behaviour is unacceptable as it negatively impacts on community attitudes towards the park. The respondents further added that if the rangers continue to inflict fear in the community, it would only be a matter of time before the community responds in a similar way.
Figure 43: Illustrates whether people think that the attitude of the park rangers towards the community is satisfactory

Figure 44 shows that about 56% strongly agree, 16% agree, 6% are neutral, 6% disagree and 16% strongly disagree. Approximately 72% of the respondents agree compared to 22% who disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents stated that more rangers are needed to assist with crime in the community as criminal careers are becoming more attractive to young men. Those who disagree argue that relationships with the park are fragile and adding more rangers, who will be foreigners, will exacerbate the existing tensions. The rangers do not support the interests of the community as their main mandate is to protect the park and policemen appointed by the state should be present to assist the community. The respondents further added that the existing government law enforcement officials, *Fauna Bravia* is under-resourced compared to park rangers and unable to successfully tackle crime or challenge with criminal syndicates.
Figure 44: Demonstrates whether think that the park needs to have more rangers

Figure 45 shows that about 50% strongly agree, 9% agree, 13% are neutral, 3% disagree and 25% strongly disagree. An estimated 59% agree that rangers should be employed from the ranks of the community compared to 28% who disagree. During the feedback session, the respondents argued that the park was the only income-generating opportunity available to the community, yet priority is given to foreigners. In addition, the work done by the rangers is very sensitive and requires certain skills which the people from the community do not possess because access to education opportunities is limited. Those who disagree argue that employing rangers from the community would result in a conflict of interests as the law would be difficult to enforce where relatives and friends are concerned. The respondents suggest that there will be potential conflict amongst families if a member of one family reports illegal activity being done by another family in the community and this could result in an unwarranted confrontation. Social cohesion is of high priority to the community due to the recent civil war. Thus it can be observed that social cohesion is not only strengthened by social norms, cultures and practices, but history and social security also play a critical role in reinforcing trust. Any gaps in their traditional systems are taken advantage of by criminal syndicates to further divide the community.
Figure 45: Shows whether people think rangers should be employed from the ranks of the community

4.11 DISCUSSION

The assumption that poverty results in poaching is omnipresent. However, this study agrees with Duffy and St John (2013) that poaching is driven by wealth and the unfair distribution of access to natural resource rights. Hübschle (2016) states that the difference between poaching and hunting amongst community members around South Africa’s Kruger National Park is highly contested. The definition of poaching such as “the illegal shooting, trapping or taking of game or fish from private or public property” (Hübschle, 2016:8) redefines property rights usually from locals to state or private property. As a result, a resource that was once legal, like subsistence hunting is now illegal. By this definition and results of this study, poor people poach as they do not own or have access to wildlife. Similarly in the Mangalane community, there is strong partition in the community to be allocated hunting permits as wildlife is a public good which they once had access to. The community feels that by poaching or participating in IWT, they are taking what they rightfully own, but they are being prosecuted for it. This is a similar ideology to that of the 17th century poem, ‘Stealing the goose from the commons’ (Wallijasper, 2013):

The law locks up the man or woman
Who steals the goose off the common
But leaves the greater villain loose
Who steals the common from the goose.
The law demands that we atone
When we take things we do not own
But leaves the lords and ladies fine
Who takes things that are yours and mine.
The poor and wretched don’t escape
If they conspire the law to break;
This must be so but they endure
Those who conspire to make the law.

The findings of this study also clearly illustrate the impacts of economic vulnerability of poor people who are manipulated and intimidated by those who have economic power (Millar and Glendinning, 1989) (see section 2.2).

Poor people do not detest park rangers, but there is ongoing concerns of the use of (para)military law enforcement in anti-poaching operations that is heavily criticised for its violent nature that often infringe basic human rights such as the right to a life, right to privacy, no torture among others (Massé et al., 2017) and calling for alternatives. However, in areas like the Mangalane community where there is weak law enforcement capacity and operational resources, criminal syndicates often use their power of intimidation to commit other crimes in the community such as human trafficking, human knee cap mutilation and cattle theft that violate other human rights such as freedom of expression, the right to democracy, the right to social security, the right to public assembly including the aforementioned. In such cases, community members are unwilling to report illegal activities related to wildlife trafficking fearing for their own lives. There is a need to invest in the improvement of police officials to secure social security of citizens prior to understanding the type of anti-poaching operation that is required in a specific context. The Mangalane community also disagrees with the para military style of anti-poaching operations include the invasion of people’s homes. However, the community also appreciated the work done by rangers to assist with improving community safety where possible. Mangalane community is an example of poor law enforcement and high lawlessness where people also do not approve of poaching activities and the lawlessness it attracts. Additionally, an empirical study conducted by Steinmetz et al., (2014) showed no correlation between increased patrol and
decline in poaching activities. Rather, behaviour change survey conducted concluded that people’s behaviour changed as a result of increased community outreach programme. In this way, community members felt that their knowledge valued and useful to incorporate in park management plans.

William and Hutton (2007) argue that the it is within people’s rights to detest protected area policies because many ‘people and parks’ programmes have not address the core issue of access to resources and right. Rather, they have merely repackaged exclusionary polices. It is in such a context in which Paavola (2004:68) advocates for social justice in environmental management rather than simply focusing on economic and species welfare (see section 2.3). This argument is similar to the statement that the people from the Mangalane community presented, suggesting that colonial policies excluded them from natural resources based on race, while contemporary policies exclude access based on social class and income status which still marginalises the same group of people who were excluded during colonialism. This view strongly collates with Holmes (2003) suggestion that poaching and reluctance by communities to assist in anti-poaching initiative can be seen as a political protest against conservation policies and their exclusionary nature (see section 2.3). This view suggests that traditional natural scientist need to undergo self-criticism for lack of understanding the political ecology in which protected areas were created and exist.

Regarding poor people’s attitude toward wildlife, most studies have focused on the ecological relationship of human-wildlife conflict with little or no attention to socio-cultural influences that affect people’s response to interaction with wildlife. A study conducted by (Mir et al., 2015) argues that people’s attitude towards wildlife is highly influenced by the notion that government care for wildlife more than people. In the case of Mangalane community, the lack of accountability of Sabie Game Park for compensation for losses caused by wildlife is a major influencer of negative attitudes towards wildlife. People of Mangalane community are subsistence farmer of cattle and maize which are highly valued livelihood assets by owners. The negative attitude is exacerbated by the frequency of having to deter wildlife animals from livestock, crops and families often with failure. A study conducted by Snyman (2013) also indicates that people who own livestock or crops are more likely to display negative attitudes towards wildlife as a result of the threat to their livelihood assets. In such cases, poaching and inflicting harm on wildlife with the intention of retaliating against the game reserve is according to Soto et al., (2001) a weapon of the marginalised in order to be heard.
Poverty cannot be ruled out as a contributing factor for influencing involvement in poaching and illegal wildlife trade. However, based on each context, a project implementer must be cognisant of the different degrees of poverty and presumed wealth in different societies. Poachers in rural areas may be described by their counterparts as being wealthy yet there are considered poor by urban dwellers. However, irrespective of the degree of poverty, poaching and illegal wildlife trade can be seen as a way for ‘poacher’ to liberate themselves from one level of poverty to a lesser vulnerable. To a large degree, CBNRM attempted to respond to vulnerability as result of poverty and give power to the poor, but the complexity of poverty challenged the approach in implementation by elite capture at community level.

Based on the above, one can argue that there are two types of poverty and results in different types of involvements. Those who experience relative poverty (see section 2.2) are more likely to be recruited by poachers as they usually have the resources such as axe to poach. They are driven by hunger for social status and power within the community. Additionally, their power is often misused to intimidate those who are in absolute poverty (see section 2.2) to provide information, accommodation, prostitution and defeating the ends of justice by not reporting crime. The different typologies of poverty that can exist within one community divide the community into poachers and victims of poaching. Additionally, the much poorer community are victims of crime from relatively poorer neighbouring communities where the absolutely poorer community is intimidated to participate in illegal activities. Thus people’s different socio-economic positions within their community determine the potential involvement in the poaching network. Conservation is mainly concerned with those who kill rhinos, and disregard their power manipulate community to defeat the ends of justice by intimidating them.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion
It is particularly true that lack of access to income opportunities contributes to poaching. However, with regard to those who do have it, literature argues that poaching has contributed to the development of certain members of society to occupy a different social class. As such, continuous involvement in poaching is to retain social standard and influence. Involvement in poaching is tolerated by some members of the community who benefit from IWT as informants for poachers, providing accommodation, owning small businesses, such as shebeens, and being in a position to make other contributions to the functions of the
community, such as transportation needs. As such, the incentive for supporting IWT is high for certain individuals.

The high military investment in the park does not pose a high risk for those involved in IWT, nor does the community see a need to support protected areas in reporting illegal activities as there are no shared responsibilities between the community and the park. However, safety and security are a big concern for the communities who argue that the presence of rhinos attracts crime by which they suffer, but the park is unwilling to support them when they have to cope with lawlessness such as cattle theft. The Mangalane community argues what happens behind the fence is the problem of the park and what happens outside is the concern of the community.

There are many who see the benefits of environmental education, but the way information is packaged and the intended messaging must be clear. It is evident to the Mangalane community that there is something special about rhino horn, such that people are willing to lay down their lives to protect it or hunt it. Poor packages communications information can invoke curiosity about rhino horn poaching and presumed benefits thereof further motivate involvement in IWT.

The community is further concerned that high value species such as rhinos and elephants attract criminals and brings unlawful behaviour to the community. As such, the removal of the species will contribute to peace building between the park and community. This argument was raised by the community from the premise that they like the park, but the community is also at risk to experience criminal behaviour, and that both parties must be responsible for safety behind and beyond the fence. In addition, young men are constantly recruited by criminal syndicates to become part of lawless gangs in the community associated with other violent behaviour, including livestock theft, as part of their initiation prior to poaching in the park.

The type of access to the park requested by the community is not clear, but it is obvious that the community feels that they should have rights and freedom to access the park as necessary, including privacy when performing traditional and cultural rituals. The actual practicality in this regard is not clear considering the high poaching risk to the park. Yet, the magnitude of the risk is also high for the community whose wish it is to enter the game park unsupervised.
The rhino poaching issue is an extremely complex one fragmenting relationships between members of the same community, adjacent communities, protected areas, civil society and government. The complexity has added to the infringement on human rights by protecting wildlife through military force. The Mangalane community does not identify poachers as bad people, because as a traditional society, they do not believe in shaming and isolating individuals as this contributes to the development of social solidarity among the excluded individuals resulting in gangs and high crime (see section 2.5). The community fears that the increased militarisation of protected areas fragments social cohesion and promotes gang formation. Fundamentally, the Mangalane community wants consideration for Reintegrative shaming in law enforcement rather than stigma which tend to fragment their community and worsen crime. The challenge with the rhino crime is that is based on punishment presented by external individuals rather than a moral act that is detested by the community as unacceptable and unthinkable. Hence, it makes no difference to offenders that there is prison punishment or possible death from participating in illegal wildlife trade.

Nevertheless, the recognition of wildlife crimes has brought the spotlight on other crimes such as human trafficking and cattle theft that negatively affect local communities. Hence, the deterrent of criminals from wildlife crimes indirectly contributes to societal safety and security in the neighbouring community. The impacts of rhino poaching at local level are undeniable, resulting in the conflict amongst Africans. Accordingly, criminals through corruption are able to navigate the dysfunctional relationships to gain access to rhino horn. Noting the interrelatedness of criminal offences, policy makers, protected area managers and communities must work together to co-develop approaches to address illegal wildlife trade.

In addition, lack of capacity with regard to state law enforcement at court level has negative impacts on the relationships between the park and the community as repeat offenders are released back into the community. The community perceives such actions as bias from the park rangers towards certain members of the community rather than weakness in state systems.

The vision of park owners in the community to engage with community leaders is critical in fostering long term relationships. Traditional authorities do not recognise park managers as their equal to discuss critical issues and make decisions.
Socio-economic themes such as poverty, human/wildlife conflict, land use and natural resource use rights influencing involvement by communities in illegal wildlife trade are interwoven in other complex issues related to social safety and security, the relationship between park and community and law enforcement governance at state level. Crime is unacceptable in the community, and people desire to live in an environment where they are not threatened by criminals and wild animals, where land use practices can be mutually agreed upon between park owners and traditional authority, and a place where criminals are effectively dealt with in accordance with national law and without bias or corruption.

It is clear, however, that poverty holds a strong core in moral decision-making regarding right and wrong. However, morality is not equivalent from one society to the next. People are willing to support any initiative that will ensure their survival from one day to the next. The negative impacts of illegal wildlife trade at a larger scale and ripple effects are not unknown to rural communities but occupy a smaller role compared to other needs such as food.

Moreover, poor communities are unlikely to support any conservation initiative that does not address their needs equally to those of conservation interests. It is thus the responsibility of conservation officials to ensure that people living around protected areas perceive higher benefits from having a protected area compared to another land use plan. The perceived benefits must translate to both tangible and intangible benefits realised by means of economic transformation and respect for cultural norms and traditions. Fundamentally, people’s behaviour is according to their perceptions regardless of how truthful or untruthful the viewpoint may be.

Moreover, this study has recognised the importance of involving local communities in addressing issues of illegal wildlife trade through nurturing positive relationships and shared social and environmental goals between the two parties, namely the community and Sabie Game Park. Such relationships strengthen governance base at local level thereby increasing the risk for poaching syndicates infiltrating the system. Strengthening relationships and shared governance goals will result in the reproduction of shared norms and ethics towards addressing crime, including wildlife crime. Corruption is a recurring theme that is embedded in all levels of illegal wildlife trade and must be addressed effectively as it is the biggest threat to all efforts deployed, including law enforcement.
Working with communities alone is not the ultimate solution, but forms a critical component to the multifaceted web of different actors required to work together, including the private sector, land owners and concession holders, NGOs and government, with different skills, all of equal importance, in biological science, law enforcement, enabling policy frameworks, and technology to name a few. However, success lies in collaboration, research and communication.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Co-develop strategies to involve community in wildlife economy including making provision for wildlife business capacity development
b. Review policies to ensure community natural resource use rights
c. Develop plans to improve and support community safety and security as they are also affected by criminal syndicates
d. Need to investigate the applicability of reintegrative shaming approaches or similar approaches in rural communities to address illegal wildlife trade to be linked to formal legal system and implemented where possible.
e. Involve local communities in conservation policy development and decision-making process

5.4 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION

This study has attempted to contribute to the understanding that economic benefits are important as well as reducing human/wildlife conflict, but altruistic ethical norms must be equitably instilled to reduce and prevent criminal behaviour while revitalising social cohesion. Criminal syndicates have capitalised on fragmented social structures to infiltrate local communities and establish notorious gangs who have been isolated from society, thus approach like reintegrative shaming need to be investigated and made applied where possible. Mechanisms to address IWT must recognise the role of fair and meaningful community participation in decision-making processes, especially in communitarian societies.
5.5 FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research needs to explore the use of indigenous knowledge systems and their impact in maintaining law and order in rural societies and how these can be incorporated in the modern justice system.
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APPENDIX 1: Consent to conduct survey in Mangalane Community

Dear Miss Nhleku Vundle,

REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONDUCT RESEARCH AT MANGALANE COMMUNITY

I, Chief of Mangalane community, hereby grant consent to Miss Nhleku Vundle to conduct 50 surveys of 10 people per village and focus groups of 50 people per village of Mangalane for the research titled “Mangalane Community’s Perceptions of Socio-Economic Factors Influencing Involvement in Illegal Wildlife Trade: A Case Study of Mangalane Community, Mozambique”.

On behalf of Mangalane community, I hereby request a copy of the thesis once completed.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Chief Mangalane
Mangalane Community, Mozambique

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Village Chief
Mangalane Community, Mozambique
### APPENDIX 2: Survey English

#### Section 1: Identification details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 Survey number</td>
<td>1. This survey should take one hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 Name of community</td>
<td>2. You don't have to answer any question you do not want to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 Name of village</td>
<td>3. Your name will not be connected with your answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 Name of enumerator</td>
<td>4. All information I confidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 Date of interview</td>
<td>5. You can stop the interview process at any time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. You can ask for clarification on any question at any time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Statement about informed consent

1. Having wildlife is a good idea
2. I like all the animals as long as they stay behind the fence
3. I like all the animals in the game reserve
4. I like that the park tells us when to go in and when not to go in
5. I like the animals only if they pay us for the damage
6. I like the fence around the Park
7. I like the leaders of the park
8. I like the park because they give us meat and money
9. I like the park even if they are on our land
10. I like the rules made by the park
11. I sell all the meat from animals I hunt
12. I support the work of the rangers in the park
13. I would like wildlife more if I could make more money from it
14. I would like wildlife more if I could own it like cattle
15. It is our responsibility to stop poachers
16. Leaders of the park care about us
17. Money given to park rangers can help to buy food for the community
18. Only people with less money go hunting
19. Our relationship with the Park is good
20. Park rangers are not good people
21. People hunt rhinos to make more money
22. People hunt to feed their families
23. People hunt when they run out of food
24. People hunt when they run out of money
25. People hunted more during the recent drought
26. People poach because they are hungry
27. People poach less than before
28. Poachers are good for our future
29. Poachers are good people
30. Poachers are very helpful around the community
31. Poachers help the community when they are sick
32. Poachers help us get food
33. Poachers help us in the community
34. Poachers share some of their money with us
35. Poaching is a good thing
36. Poaching is a good thing
37. Rangers are good to the people of the community
38. Rangers are good to the people of the community
39. Rhino poaching is a good thing
40. Some animals must be taken out of the game reserve
41. The benefits of wildlife are more than the cost
42. The Park does a lot for us
43. The Park is very important to us
44. The park needs to add more rangers
45. The rangers in the park protect us
46. The rules in the park are good for us
47. We need more space for wildlife

---
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**Q2 Name of community**

**Q3 Name of village**

**Q4 Name of enumerator**

**Q5 Date of interview**

**Q6 You can ask for clarification on any question at any time**

**Q7 You can stop the interview process at any time**

**Q8 You don't have to answer any question you do not want to**

**Q9 Your name will not be connected with your answers**

**Q10 This survey should take one hour**

**Q11 All information I confidential**

**Q12 You can ask for clarification on any question at any time**

**Q13 You can stop the interview process at any time**
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